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ABSTRACT
The prehistoric Southeast region of the United States has had very limited
archaeobotanical research focused on botanicals’ medicinal or ritualistic characteristics.
An analysis of reported botanical remains recovered from Winterville Mounds
(22WS500) and seventy- two other Late Woodland and Mississippian sites, from seven
states, was conducted to identify their potential medicinal and ritual use of seventy-five
botanicals based on reported ethnobotanical evidence. By classifying botanicals into four
classes, modeled after the dissertation of Dr. Michele Williams in 2000, taxon frequency
and feature ubiquity is configured and utilized to identify the possible ceremonial and
medicinal use plants. At Winterville Mounds Site a Chi Square statistical analysis
utilizing maize and purslane inclusions from four features identified a negative
correlation between the two, suggesting a distinction between food consumption
(feasting) and deposits associated with medicine-ritual activities, possibly medicine or
sweat lodges, specifically in contexts associated with the site’s largest mound, Mound A.
The results suggest the need for more research focusing on less commonly studied
botanical inclusions.
Broadening the analysis to the remainder of the sample, the collateral effects of
agriculture in the form of disease, land clearing, workload, and increased access to
farmed subsistence products is shown to have both indirect and direct connections to
changes in these botanical inclusions. Finally, this research acknowledges a need to
broaden the analytical perspective of archaeobotany beyond simply economic and
environmental interpretations by considering other plants’ associations with ceremonial
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and medicinal uses; and calls for professionals to include the Indigenous voice in their
research.
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CHAPTER I – INTRODUCTION
“The procurement, processing, preparation, and consumption of food is about so
much more than supplying one’s body with the nutritional elements to sustain life”
(Flosenzier 2010:6). In addition to subsistence strategies, botanical remains recovered
from archaeological sites can disclose information relating to many aspects of the human
experience, such as, among others, health and medicine, craft specialization and
construction materials, ceremonies and religious beliefs, economic and socio-political
status, and site function. Botanical assemblages recovered from Late Woodland and
Coles Creek mound centers and Mississippian period ceremonial complexes throughout
the Southeast tend to challenge the general ideas of subsistence systems based purely on
an energy cost-nutritional value relationship. To make sense of botanical inclusions such
as wildflowers, spurges, and invasive weedy plants, a more holistic approach to
interpretation is needed.
The analysis of botanical remains provides a platform for investigations that focus
beyond the topic of subsistence. By changing our lens of investigation towards a more
holistic approach, outside that of nutrition and economic purpose, the social complexities
of a site become more visible. This line of investigation is exactly what this research is
centered around. The purpose of this project is to evaluate data related to the possible
ceremonial and medicinal practices associated to the prehistoric inhabitants of the
Winterville Mounds site (22WS500). In addition to this, the research for this project uses
botanical data to assess trends associated to the changes in botanical use over time,
spanning the Terminal Woodland and Mississippian Periods, or approximately the 5001

year span of A.D. 1000 through A.D. 1500. The geographical space this research
analyzes consists of four sub-regions found within the Southeast region of the United
States. The subregions included in this research are:
•

The American Bottoms, specifically sites located within and around the
Cahokia State Historic Park, in St. Louis, Illinois.

•

The Yazoo Basin, specifically sites associated with the I-69 corridor and
the Winterville Mounds Site, (22WS500) in Washington County,
Mississippi

•

The Tensas Basin and Natchez Bluffs area, specifically sites of similar age
and use as the Feltus Site, (22JE500), located in Jefferson County,
Mississippi

•

The west-central Alabama region, specifically sites associated with and
near the Moundville Archaeological Park, located outside of Tuscaloosa,
Alabama.

Plant Domestication in the Southeast Region of the United States
Based on research conducted by Bruce Smith and others, the eastern United States
is considered one of the world’s independent domestication centers, creating
domesticated varieties of sumpweed or marshelder (Iva annua), chenopod or goosefoot
(Chenopodium berlandieri), cucurbits or squash (Cucurbita pepo, ssp. Pepo/ Cucurbita
pepo, ssp.Ovifera), and sunflower (Helianthus annuus), (Smith 1992, 2006, 2011, Fritz
1994). This suite of botanicals is known as the EAC or the Eastern Agricultural Complex.
In addition to these botanicals, the Eastern Agricultural Complex is made up of knotweed
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(Polygonum sp., Polygonum erectum), maygrass (Phalaris caroliniana), little barley
(hordeum pusillum), ragweed (Ambrosia artemisifiolia), amaranth (Amaranthus sp),panic
grass (Panicum sp.), and bottle gourd (Lagenaria siceraria), (Fritz 1986,1994, Smith
1992, 2006, 2011). The following section briefly discusses the earliest presence of the
domesticated varieties of a few of these botanicals.
Emergence of the Eastern Agricultural Complex (EAC)
The first botanical of the EAC to discuss is chenopod. Chenopod, Chenopodium
Berlandieri, is most commonly known as lambsquarter or goosefoot. Wild chenopod was
harvested as long ago as 6500 B.C.; while its earliest domesticated form dates to
approximately 2000 B.C. (Smith 2006). From 1850 B.C. to A.D. 1750 chenopod was an
important domestic crop (Smith, 2006:12225). The earliest sites yielding Chenopodium
include the Cloudsplitter and Newt Kash rock shelters in Tennessee (Smith 2006).
Additionally, domestic seeds of both Chenopodium and sunflower recovered from the
rock shelters of the Arkansas Ozarks date to 900 B.C. (Fritz 1986).
The next two botanicals of the EAC to discuss are marshelder and sunflower. The
two of these botanicals are similar in that their “fruits (achenes) consist of a single seed
enclosed in a dry indehiscent pericarp” (Smith 2006: 12223). Marshelder is native to the
eastern and central United states, (Smith 2006). Its achenes have been recovered from
archaeological sites dating as far back as 6000 B.C.; however, the earliest evidence of its
domestication occurs at the Napoleon Hollow site in Illinois, dating to 2400 B.C. (Smith
2006).
The sunflower belongs to the Asteraceae family, a large family of flowering
plants which encompasses a variety of wildflowers including the genera Echinacea spp
3

and Rudbeckia spp. Just like the chenopod, the sunflower has many species which are
found all across the North American continent. Specific species of the sunflower are
known to be used in a variety of ways by the indigenous people of the land. The recovery
of “six complete carbonized seeds …from Level 14 of the Hayes site in Tennessee”
(Smith 2006:12227) supports a hypothesis that it was domesticated in the eastern
woodlands. The earliest appearance of sunflower (900 B.C.) occurs domestically at the
Higgs site in eastern Tennessee (Yarnell 1978: 296).
Tropical Cultigens
Although technically a cultigen of the EAC, cucurbits are also considered a
tropical cultigen due to their growth around tropical and temperate areas. Cucurbits,
commonly known as squash, have been domesticated since 10,000 B.P. (Smith 2006).
The two subspecies with modern day lineages includes C. pepo ssp. pepo and C. pepo
ssp. ovifera., both of Mesoamerican origins. The former includes such plants as
cultivated pumpkin and the latter consists of crookneck and acorn squash to name only a
few (Smith 2006). The earliest documented domestic cucurbit, now known to have been
independently domesticated north of Mexico and classified as C. pepo ssp. ovifera, was
recovered from the Phillips Springs site located in southern Missouri (Smith
2006:12225). Here 125 whole seeds, along with rind fragments and fruit stems, were
recovered and returned a direct AMS date of 4,440±75 B.P (Smith 2006).
However, the oldest cultivated species of the cucurbit is C. ficifolia, which is
grown from Mexico to Bolivia (Cutler and Whitaker, 1961). This species of cucurbita,
(dating to 3000 B.C.) is only known archaeologically in coastal Peru at the site of
Chilicayote (Cutler and Whitaker, 1961:469). In total there are 26 varieties of cucurbit
4

that originate in Mexico, all of which still are grown in the area. By tracing the
introduction of village life and agriculture, the introduction of maize, cotton, and even
pottery, we see various introductions of other cucurbita species, specifically the C.
moschata Poir, or Kentucky field pumpkins and butternut squash (Cutler and Whitaker,
1961:469).
Finally, although not a member of the EAC, a discussion concerning the
emergence of domesticated plants of the Southeast is not complete without including
maize. The oldest known cobbs of maize (Zea mae L.), originated in southern Mexico in
rock shelters located in the Valley of Tehuacan and Oaxaca (Eubanks 2001). Through
scientific experiment, it has been theorized that maize evolved from teosinte, a wild grass
also belonging to the Zea genus. There is no archaeological evidence of a gradual
evolution of teosinte into maize. It is thought to have occurred vary rapidly over only a
few generations rather than the centuries of mutations which many other plants undergo.
The oldest cobs excavated in the Valley of Tehuacan have been radiocarbon dated to
5000 B.C.; however, AMS dates challenge this to be 1500 years too old (Eubanks 2001).
In the Southeast, maize (Zea mae L.) is documented in several areas before A.D.
1000; however, with the exception of the Cahokia site in the American Bottoms, it is not
considered to be a significant subsistence cultigen until after A.D.1200 (Fritz 1986). An
accelerator date of one maize kernel at the Icehouse Bottom site, in Tennessee, yielded
1775±100 B.P. (Chapman and Crites 1987). Although maize is generally only thought of
as a subsistence plant, the number of “other” uses are quite intriguing and will be
discussed more in the following chapter.

5

Understanding Divisions of Prehistoric Time
One issue faced by the design of this project is how time is divided and defined
across all four of the subregions. Culturally speaking, although overlap does exist across
the subregions, each of the four subregions follow a temporal trajectory significant unto
itself. Each of the subregion’s chronologies were developed by early archaeologists
using ceramic and lithic typologies to define cultural phases specific to its geographical
location. As one can understand, the spread of culture and the associated cultural
practices does not take place homogeneously, but through a variety of transitions driven
by an infinite number of variables. As such, it is impossible to simply wrap every
transition taking place across the Southeast into one big occurrence.
Rather than discussing each cultural phase or transition individually, this research
focuses on two time periods, the Late Woodland Period (A.D. 1000 -1250) and the
Mississippian Period (A.D. 1250 -1500). Although generally the Mississippian Period is
identified as the time spanning A.D. 1000 through A.D.1550, this project splits the
Mississippian period in half. By around A.D.1200 -1250, three of the four subregions
experience a huge transition or cultural expansion that involves massive architectural
projects and an intensification of maize agriculture. As mentioned earlier, Cahokia is the
exception to this generalization, due to the American Bottoms experiencing a cultural
explosion several centuries earlier (Cutler and Blake 1977, Fortier and McElrath 2002,
McElrath et al 2000, Reed 1977).
With this in mind the Late Woodland Period of each of the subregions are
individually discussed over the next few pages. See Table 1 below for each subregion’s
defined Terminal Late Woodland cultural division.
6

Table 1 Late Woodland Cultural Divisions: A.D. 1000 - A.D. 1250
American Bottoms
Yazoo Basin
Tensas Basin/Natchez Bluffs
West-central Alabama

Emergent Mississippian
Terminal Coles Creek
Terminal Coles Creek
Terminal/Late Woodland

The Late Woodland Period, or A.D. 1000 through A.D. 1250, is divided into the
Emergent Mississippian period of the American Bottoms, the Terminal Coles Creek
period of both the Yazoo Basin and the Tensas Basin/Natchez Bluffs subregions, and
finally, the Terminal/Late Woodland period of west-central Alabama. Each of these
periods are directly associated with the cultural transformations which are taking place in
their respective subregions
The Late Woodland and Emergent Mississippian of the American Bottoms
The uniqueness of the American Bottoms and the Cahokia site has been
mentioned several times throughout this chapter, and, as such, needs to be further
discussed for the reader to better understand why this area is so special. The Cahokia site
is the largest of the mound complexes in the American Bottoms with 120 mounds
sprawled over 15 square kilometers (Merher 1995). Amongst these mounds lies the
largest earthen mound north of Mexico, known as Monks Mound. Monks Mound is so
grand in size that it took over 400 years in 14 different stages to complete (Reed 1977).
The American Bottoms has had an extensive amount of research conducted for
over a century. So much so, that the Late Woodland Period (A.D. 650 – A.D. 1000) and
the cultural transitions, or phases taking place during this time found its way to be a
major discussing point of the 1997 Urbana Late Woodland Conference, held in Urbana,
Illinois. Through a symposium of presentations focused on “the cultural chronology,
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artifact assemblages, and lifestyles of the Late Woodland people of their region”
(McElrath et al 2000:xvi) a more expansive and inclusive “regional cultural-historical
framework” (McElrath et al 2000:xv) was devised. Up until this point, the Late
Woodland period had only been considered for what Stephen Williams coined as “ the
good grey cultures” (McElrath et al 2000:3), with the more fervent Midcontinental
studies being conducted on the period just before A.D. 650, also known as the
Hopewellian period, and just after A.D. 1000, or the Mississippian period (McElrath et al
2000). Both of these archaeological periods present impressive topics for study such as
massive architectural projects, technological advancements in craft production
(Mississippian period), and social complexities (such as chiefdoms and sodalities) like no
other. However, crafting a trajectory of cultural evolution from one point to the next
without further examination of the many lines of cultural changes taking place during the
Late Woodland leaves a huge gap in understanding the prehistory of the United States.
Before A.D. 800, during the Patrick Phase and Sponeman phase of the Late
Woodland Period, major cultural transformations began taking place in the American
Bottoms that predated any other area of the Southeast region of the United States. This
“Little Bang” jumpstarted the cultural explosion of the Emergent Mississippian period
(Fortier and McElrath 2002). As stated by Fortier and McElrath, (2002) between A.D.
650 and A.D. 800, the American Bottoms experienced the following:
•

Increase in population

•

Exploitation and cultivation of resources intensified

•

Innovation and diversity in technology, i.e. ceramic construction

•

Exchange and trade routes broadened
8

•

Community nucleation and changing of ritual behavior

•

Maize appearing as a reliable subsistence crop

These are all characteristics that the remainder of the Southeast region did not experience
until at least A.D. 1000 (Brain 1989, Williams and Brain 1983).
Between A.D. 800 to 1000, the American Bottoms began experiencing a panregional transition from the simpler, egalitarian, tribal level political system of the Late
Woodland period to the complex, socially stratified, chiefdom level, political model
ubiquitous of the Mississippian cultural periods. These cultural transformations of the
Terminal Late Woodland were coined the Emergent Mississippian period of the
American Bottoms During this time, the beginnings of the Mississippian culture became
visible through the implementation of various characteristics, such as massive
architectural projects being constructed, such as Monks Mound at the Cahokia site, and
more specifically, in the manner in which plants were being utilized. Evidence of which
was excavated from below Mound 51, a sub-mound pit that contained over 50 taxa of
botanicals. (This is discussed further in the next chapter).
Although archaeologist who specialize in American Bottom archaeology suggest
that the Mississippian period begins around A.D. 900 at the Cahokia site, it is generally
understood that it was over the four centuries following A.D. 800 that complex, socially
stratified, chiefdoms emerged throughout the greater Southeast region. This transition to
chiefdom level societies developed in varying degrees of socio-political complexity, size,
and rates of acceptance as political, religious, and ceremonial practices spread across the
region. Although there remains a difference of opinion amongst Southeastern
archaeologists as to which direction this Mississippianization originated; essentially it is
9

from this “emerging” of cultural transitions across the American Bottoms and the
Cahokia site that the Emergent Mississippian era gets its name. This pan-regional
cultural transition, described as the “Mississippianization”, of the Southeast did not fully
take hold until after A.D. 1000 in most places south of the American Bottoms and did not
even reach some areas until A.D. 1200 (Brain 1989, Williams and Brain 1983, Kowalski
2009:17).
Archaeologically, the botanical remains recovered from early sites across the
American Bottoms differ somewhat from that which is recovered from contemporaneous
sites located more southeasterly. Special use, botanicals such as tobacco, nightshade, and
sumac, are markedly more visible throughout the American Bottoms during the Emergent
Mississippian era than what is found in other Late Woodland sites to the south (Williams
2000). This is not to say such botanicals do not find their way into the archaeological
record of southern sites during these earlier times; however, their inclusions are only
found in feasting contexts or other areas considered to be of special use (Kassabaum
2014, Mitchem 2016, Vanderwalker et al 2017).
Nevertheless, the oldest inclusion of maize at the Cahokia site was an 8-rowed
variety of the Northern Flint race (Cutler and Blake 1977). This variety of maize is said
to date “back at least to Hopewell times” (Cutler and Blake 1977:134) and was recovered
from the pit under Mound 51 (A.D. 1000) and from under the Kunnemann mound (A.D.
800 -1000) (Cutler and Blake 1977). In the lower portion of the Southeast, this variety is
known to appear as early as three or four hundred A.D. and may even “reflect the
retention of old varieties … found typical of kivas and medicine bags in the Southwest”
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(Cutler and Blake 1977:134). This is quite remarkable when one considers the scarcity of
maize throughout the Lower Mississippi Valley prior to A.D. 1200.
Coles Creek Period
In the Lower Mississippi Valley during the Coles Creek Period (A.D. 700 -1200)
major changes in resource use and site construction began taking place across the
Southeast. Coles Creek ceremonial sites are generally composed of one or more platform
mounds positioned around a plaza. Other Coles Creek mounds characteristics include
wooden post buildings, an absence of corn, and very little display of social stratification
(Roe 2010). Throughout the period in which the Coles Creek culture thrived, local
mound building was directly related to the intensification of rituals at Coles Creek
centers. The communal strength that these locally based rituals developed is likely a
major component as to why subsequent Plaquemine cultures, such as seen at Winterville
and sites across the Tensas Basin, are capable of retaining their identity for so long into
the Mississippian Period.
At almost all Coles Creek sites, maize (corn, Zea mays L.) is not present in earlier
stages of the Coles Creek period. However, by the Balmoral phase (AD 950 -1050) it is
found in small quantity at the Osceola site in the Tensas Basin (Fritz and Kidder 1993).
Although present, native oily seeds such as chenopod, knotweed, and maygrass, also
known as cultigens of the Eastern Agricultural Complex (EAC), in their domesticated
form are “not important dietary resources until after A.D. 1100” (Fritz and Kidder
1993:1) either. Additionally, squash (Cucurbita pepo L. subsp. Pepo), another EAC
cultigen, is first encountered in the Tensas Basin during the Saranac phase (AD 950-1050
AD) but has not been determined whether it is domestic or wild (Fritz and Kidder 1993).
11

Further discussion of the Coles Creek period and how it manifests in each of the project’s
sub-areas can be found in Chapter 2.
Terminal/Late Woodlands of the West-Central Alabama Area
For the purpose of this project, the time between A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1250, is
defined as the Terminal/Late Woodland cultural period in the west-central Alabama
subregion. Although this area shares a similar trajectory of cultural evolution as what is
seen in the American Bottoms, it does not experience the cultural explosion and adoption
of maize agriculture at such an early time. As mentioned earlier, the introduction of
maize to the American Southeast occurred as early as the Middle Woodland Period.
However, it was not until after A.D. 1200 that it would become a staple crop for the
prehistoric residents of this area (Steponaitis 1986). Prior to this, there was a heavy
reliance upon wild resources such as nuts and weedy plants.
The Mississippian Cultural Period
The cultural phenomenon of the Mississippian Period, (A.D. 1000 – 1550) marks
a sociopolitical transformation from the primarily egalitarian, tribal level societies of the
Woodland Period, to a more complex, socially stratified, political organization known as
a chiefdom (King 2003). The development of the chiefdom is likely the most distinctive
characteristic of the Mississippian Period (Smith 1990). Chiefdoms are comprised of
institutionalized leadership, such as the Chief, religious leaders, and medicine people
(Peebles and Kus 1977). Societal rank was based on kinship and knowledge of religious
practices (King 2003:13), and those identified as the chiefly elite lived together at the
ceremonial centers (Bense 1994:202).
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This significant and abrupt socio-political transformation influenced the cultural
behavior of societies under the leadership of only a few elite individuals. For instance,
specialized craft production, long-distance exchange networks, and intensive maize
agriculture became widespread. Other traits appearing in the Mississippian Period
include the construction of wall trench architecture, construction of platform mounds at a
far greater scale than previously, and the transformation of central sites from modest
mound groups to large scale, multi-mound, complexes that served as political and
ceremonial centers (Knight 2016). These newly erected mounds served as areas for elite
residences, public buildings, ceremonial grounds, craft production sites, and burial
mounds as well. The construction of these special use mounds followed a preconceived
plan or blueprint which accounted for the mound’s location in relation to other mounds, a
positioning that stemmed from or conferred societal rank (Knight 2016).

Project Objectives
As stated earlier, this project aims to analyze botanical data from a different
perspective than what is commonly done. Rather than looking at plants from a
subsistence or nutritional value perspective, this project incorporates a social component
to use in interpreting botanical use. The additional ethnobotanical information which
provides medicinal and ceremonial use of botanicals, may provide more information for
the interpretation and understanding of some of the more unique botanical assemblages
that are found associated with ceremonial feasting and gatherings.
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To synthesize the data acquired for this project, calculations for ubiquity and
taxon frequency have been conducted. From this information the following questions are
attempted to be answered:
1. Can the spread of agriculture be clearly linked to the change in ceremonial
and medicinal plant use at sites such as the Winterville site?
2.

Can the spread of agriculture be clearly linked to the change in ceremonial
and medicinal plant use at other regional ceremonial complexes?

3. Are the changes in plant use ubiquitous across all four regions, and if so,
which plants remain present through both the Late Woodland and
Mississippian cultural periods?
4. Are there any primary subsistence botanical resources that demonstrate a
correlation with any of the previously identified medicinal or ritual
botanicals?
The following chapter traces maize across the four sub-regions examined by this
project more closely and discusses some of the ethnobotanical information used for
addressing the questions found above. The third chapter presents the methods that were
used to gather the data from literature and how this research benefits the field of
archaeology. Chapter four presents the information collected in charts and tables one can
use to clearly see how botanical use changes over time and space, while Chapter five
attempts to put everything in perspective while answering the questions posed by this
research.
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CHAPTER II PREHISTORIC BOTANICAL USAGE
It is generally understood that the presence of intensive maize agriculture is a
tenant of the Mississippian cultural phenomena and signifies the expansion of the
Mississippian culture into an area or a site. However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, maize
is not the earliest domesticated crop to have been cultivated in the Southeast, or rather the
eastern portion of North America (Smith 2006, 2011, Fritz 1994). In fact, there is a
growing list of literature which argues that the early presence of maize in some
Southeastern sites may be attributed to ceremonial placements and should even be
considered as a sacred food of prehistoric people (Scarry 1993, Vanderwalker et al.
2017). Following this line of thought, if maize’s earliest presence at Southeastern sites is
connected to traditional cultural practices rather than its economic necessity for the
sustenance of an ever-growing population, then a broader understanding of how plants
are used and how their use changes over time is necessary. The first section of this
chapter traces the intensified use of maize from the American Bottoms into the American
southeast. Through following the maize trail, we can develop a picture of when and
where the Mississippian culture migrated.

Regional Geography and Temporal Associations of the Southeast
The southeast region of the United States is defined by Vincas Steponaitus (1986)
to include the area comprising the Mississippi Valley and all of the area “south of the
Kentucky-Tennessee line.” There are four sub-areas this project is concerned with: the
American Bottoms, the Tensas Basin and Natchez Bluffs, the Yazoo Basin, and finally,
west central Alabama. Although the American Bottoms is located just north of the
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defined area of the Southeast, it is here that the Mississippian cultural phenomenon
originated with founding of the Cahokia Site (Pauketat 2010). Additionally, it is believed
that intensive cultivation of maize in eastern North America also originated at the
Cahokia Site (Pauketat 2010).
American Bottoms
From approximately A.D. 800 – 1400, the American Bottoms show a growth in
complexity as “social, economic, and political developments at regional ceremonial
complexes” (Mehrer 1995:4), such as Cahokia, evolve. As mentioned in Chapter 1,
Cahokia is the largest of the mound complexes in the American Bottoms. The influence
that Cahokia had across the Southeast is varied by location as the incorporation of
Mississippian characteristics was not homogenous; nonetheless, this site’s impact on the
greater Southeast including the introduction of a new agrarian way of life is quite
remarkable.
Evidence of this impressive and new agrarian lifestyle was recorded in 1966 as
Charles J. Bareis, of the University of Illinois, and James W. Porter, of Southern Illinois
University, documented stratified cultural deposits below Mound 51 at Cahokia (Pauketat
et al, 2002). From this borrow pit, uncarbonized plant remains representing at least 50
taxa were identified by Gayle Fritz (Pauketat et al. 2002). Only 30 of these botanical
remains are identified as subsistence plants. Domesticated plant remains recovered from
this area include the cultigens of the Eastern Agricultural Complex, as well as two
species of squash, bottle gourd, sunflower and maize (Pauketat et al. 2002, Williams
2000). Even though almost half of the botanical remains recovered from this borrow pit
are non-subsistence plants, it is believed this feature is connected to a ceremonial feast
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related to the construction of the Great plaza adjacent to Mound 51 and the mounds
surrounding the plaza. Subsistence plants, when found in conjunction with suspected
medicine and/or ritual plants in special use areas or contexts, are hypothesized to have
ceremonial, ritualistic or medicinal roles in addition to their uses for nutrition (Moerman
1998, Scarry 1993, Vanderwarker et al, 2017, Williams 2000). Maize is an example of
this.
The Tensas Basin and Natchez Bluffs
The Tensas Basin is located just west of the Mississippi River from the Yazoo
Basin covering northeast Louisiana (Kidder and Fritz 1993, Roberts 2006). There is a
major distinction between the two subareas, however. On the west side of the Mississippi
river south of the Arkansas River and on both sides of the river south of Vicksburg, for
whatever reason, the Mississippian culture does not take root as it does in the north and
Mississippi Delta. Instead a different cultural complex referred to as Plaquemine culture
is present contemporaneous with the Mississippian elsewhere (Kidder and Fritz 1993,
Roberts 2006).
Gayle Fritz and Tristram Kidder (1993) have conducted research in this area at
sites such as Osceola and Reno Brake. The botanical assemblage from Osceola includes
all of the major cultigen groupings, including the Eastern Agricultural Complex and
tropical cultigens such as maize and cucurbits. The site is located at the edge of the Clark
Bayou channel, just northwest of St. Joseph, Louisiana. The site is comprised of six
mounds that are situated around a plaza. The earliest mound construction dates to the
Sundown phase (A.D. 600 – 800 A.D.) of the Coles Creek period (Kidder and Fritz,
1993) with the last major occupation occurring in the Balmoral phase (A.D. 950 -1050
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A.D.). On the “outer mantles of mounds B and C” (Kidder and Fritz, 1993:289), there is
also evidence of a Preston phase component (A.D. 1050 -1200). Additionally, in the
slope wash of mounds A and C, there is evidence of the Plaquemine Routh phase (A.D.
1200-1300) which happens to be the only Mississippian component to the site (Kidder
and Fritz 1993) and is contemporaneous with the Winterville phase in the Yazoo just
across the river.
Prior to the commencement of mound construction during the Middle Woodland
Period, there are high densities of maygrass (Phalaris carolinana) which is native to the
area, acorns, pecans, persimmons, and Cucurbita pepo rind (Kidder and Fritz 1993).
Other botanicals include trigonous knotweed (Polygonum sp.) and bedstraw (Galium sp.)
(Kidder and Fritz 1993) both of which have medicinal properties. It is believed that these
plants were collected and possibly cultivated in their wild form as domesticated plants
were not important dietary resources until after A.D. 1100 (Kidder and Fritz 1993).
Maize is not present until after mound construction takes place during the Preston and
Balmoral phases. However, none of the specimens were large segments or whole cobs
(Kidder and Fritz 1993). Only low densities of “whole and fragmentary maize cupules
and kernels” (Kidder and Fritz 1993:292) were recovered from Mound C.
One exception to this occurs in Feature 110, located within test unit N47 E04.
Feature 110 is found in the surface of Mound B during its Balmoral (A.D. 950 -1050)
construction phase. It was an irregular, round-bottomed pit which contained “hundreds
of whole, carbonized maize kernels and kernel fragments, lower counts of cupules and
glumes, acorn shell fragments, and a small number of seeds including 11 tobacco seeds”
(Kidder and Fritz 1993:293). As evidence of the intensive agriculture of maize is
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otherwise lacking, it is my belief that it is possible that this unique concentration of maize
associated with ritual plants (tobacco) indicates that maize is an exotic trade item brought
in from elsewhere for ceremonial or ritualistic usage.
Similarly, just a few miles further southeast, the Feltus site (22JE500) is located
in Jefferson County, Mississippi. Feltus is a Coles Creek site consisting of “four mounds
symmetrically arranged around a plaza”, (Kassabaum 2014, Kassabaum and Nelson
2016:6) overlooking the Mississippi River, atop of a ridge situated in the Natchez Bluff
region. Although Feltus does not necessarily demonstrate “Mississippian characteristics”
such as intensified maize agriculture, the Coles Creek culture has been perceived and
argued by many to represent this “region’s emergent or early Mississippian” (Kassabaum
2014:12, Roe 2010). Whether, this is an accurate assertion or not is debatable, and
contrary to the previous statement, Megan Kassabaum and Erin Nelson challenge this
generally accepted idea and state that, “although Coles Creek sites contain the incipient
stages of chiefdom-type social organizations…they lack other characteristics”
(Kassabaum and Nelson 2016:2).
As stated earlier, Coles Creek sites rarely produce maize in the earliest phases of
their occupation, nor are they known for any type of intense agriculture. Many Coles
Creek sites never had resident populations and rather than beginning from villages as
Mississippian centers, they were “built as central gathering places” (Kassabaum and
Nelson 2016) for special use by the local prehistoric population. Kassabaum states,
“Feltus provided a location for periodic ritual events focused around food consumption,
post setting, and mound building” (2014: iii). This idea of mound complexes being
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central gathering places for special use, or rather for ritual, ceremonial, or medicinal
purposes, is why Feltus is a necessary component to this research.
Botanical remains which have been recovered from the Feltus site include items
such as tobacco, morning glory, maypop, pokeweed, sumac, and nightshade, all of which
are known for their medicinal or ceremonial uses by contemporary Native Americans
(Kassabaum 2014, Kassabaum and Nelson 2016,Moerman 1998, Williams 2000). Other
plants include brambles, persimmon, and bedstraw, all of which possess known medicinal
properties. As interesting as the botanical assemblages are at Feltus, the additional
intentional inclusions of human and bear bone as bundles within these contexts, can be
viewed as cultural agents which allow for “communication between the human and spirit
worlds”, (Kassabaum and Nelson 2016:12). Just as maize has been identified as
possessing special meaning when found in conjunction with ceremonial and medicinal
plants, these other subsistence plants should also be thought of as for more than just
nutrition.
West Central Alabama
Following the maize trail, literature leads the reader to west central Alabama
which includes sites such as Bessemer, Lubbub Creek, Mill Creek, and Moundville.
Additionally, there are numerous farmsteads all across the countryside that are associated
to these mound centers. The most notable center is Moundville, located on the banks of
the Black Warrior River. Moundville has at least 29 mounds (Steponaitis and Scarry
2016.) As stated earlier, Moundville’s design is very similar to other Mississippian period
mound complexes (Knight 2016:26). Moundville was only a small settlement with two
mounds in AD 1000. Two centuries later, around A.D. 1200, there was a burst of
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construction projects and influx of people at Moundville (Steponaitis and Scarry 2016),
developing the site into a major complex (Steponaitis and Scarry 2016).
Throughout Moundville’s hinterland, maize was the principal crop during the
Mississippian period (Scarry 1986, Williams 2000). Inhabitants continued to procure
wild nuts such as acorns and beech nuts, as well as persimmons, wild grapes, and
blackberries (Scarry 1986, Williams 2000). Cultigens comprising the EAC were also
cultivated along with special use botanicals such as spurge, mint, and Morning Glory
(Williams 2000). Additionally, special use plants such as Juniper and cypress and
yaupon holly (Williams 2000:214) have also been recovered from the Moundville site.
To the north of Moundville, in the Tombigbee River Valley, the botanical remains
of several (5) small sites located in Greene and Pickens Counties, Alabama, along with
the Lubbub Creek site, were analyzed by Gloria Caddell. At site 1Gr2, Cadell identified
“the earliest non-problematical occurrence of maize in the Tombigbee River Valley” with
a radio-carbon date of A.D. 910 ± 55, or to the early Miller III phase (Cadell, 1982:17).
Additional subsistence resources included persimmon and grapes, which were found to
be the most abundant seeds of fleshy fruit recovered, along with maypop, hawthorn,
blackberry, and sumac.
The Yazoo Basin
The final sub-area to discuss is the Yazoo Basin. The Yazoo Basin is located
within the Lower Mississippi River Valley (LMV). The Basin’s geographic area spans
from Memphis, Tennessee, to Vicksburg, Mississippi. This alluvial plain rises in
elevation as one moves north through the countryside, with its lower elevations of
approximately 29 meters above sea level in Vicksburg and its highest elevations of 90
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meters around the Memphis area (Saikku, 2005).The Yazoo Basin has numerous mound
complexes throughout the region along Deer Creek, the Sunflower River, the Yazoo
River, and the Mississippi River (Phillips 1970). The largest mound complexes of the
Mississippian period within this region include the Winterville Site and the Lake George
site.
The Lake George site is made up of at least 25 mounds, although in 1908,
Clarence B. Moore reported over thirty in his initial survey (Williams and Brain 1983).
The site covers 22 hectares (55 acres) of natural levee and is surrounded by the remnants
of an enclosing wall (Williams and Brain 1983). Excavations at the Lake George site
proved to be important as they helped define the chronological framework of the lower
Yazoo Basin. The earliest occupation of the site appears to take place during the Bayland
Phase (A.D. 700-800) and continues to the Lake George Phase (A.D. 1350-1550)
(Williams and Brain 1983). Unfortunately, no ethnobotanical research was conducted,
which is one of the reasons this research is so important.
One must utilize Gayle Fritz’s summary of botanical research prepared for the
proposed I-69 corridor through the Northwest portion of the state of Mississippi, along
with that of Diana Flosenzier and Tennessee Valley Archaeological Research (TVar),
from the Winterville site and the Bee Lake Locality to gain botanical information of the
Yazoo basin. The synthesis of information provided by their research is representative of
the larger Central Mississippi River Valley (CMV) and the Lower Mississippi Valley
(LMV) and is useful in understanding which plants were being utilized for subsistence.
From their work it can be surmised that maize was a significant source of nutrition by the
middle Mississippian period or the Winterville Phase (A.D. 1200-1350). Additionally,
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wild nuts (i.e. acorns, pecans, and hickory) and fruits (eg. blackberry, wild grape,
persimmon) made up most of the diet, supplemented by sunflower, cucurbit, sumpweed
and the other EAC cultigens (Flosenzier 2010, Fritz 2008).
Site 22WS500, the Winterville site, is a civic ceremonial center, located 6.5km
north of Greenville, Mississippi, in Washington County (Brain 1989:11). Presently the
site is protected under federal and state laws as a Mississippi State Park. The Park is
composed of nine remaining mounds of the site’s original 23 pyramidal mounds (Guest
2017:1). The mounds are situated around two plazas defined by the placement of the
main mound in the center and span an area of 20 ha (Brain 1989:11, Guest 2017: 1).
During the terminal Coles Creek period, or Crippen Point phase (A.D. 10001200), Winterville experienced its first period of major occupation (Jackson 2017). It is
believed that at least some mounds were constructed during the late Coles Creek times, as
new data concerning the construction of Mound A dates to the end of the Crippen Point
phase; however, major mound construction began around A.D. 1200 (Jackson 2006).
This marked the beginning of the Winterville phase (Jackson 2006) and symbolizes the
emergence of the Mississippian culture at the Winterville site. The Mississippian culture
became more visible during the Lake George Phase (A.D. 1350) of the Yazoo Basin.
Brain (1989) argued that by the end of the Lake George phase (A.D. 1450-1500)
Winterville was for the most part abandoned. However, more recent Carbon 14 dates
indicate site use continued into the succeeding protohistoric Wasp Lake phase (Jackson
2017b).
The research conducted at the Winterville site by TVar is important as it presents
botanical data which predates the construction of Mound A (A.D. 1160-1261) through the
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Lake George Phase (A.D. 1350-1500) (Little and Johnson 2019). Flosenzier’s work at
the Winterville site was conducted on two features. The first, Feature 113, dates to the
beginning of the Winterville phase (A.D. 1200 -1350), while the second, Feature 5, dates
to the end of Winterville’s occupation, approximately between late Lake George phase
(A.D. 1350-1550) and the subsequent Wasp Lake phase (A.D. 1550-1650). She
concluded that Winterville’s inhabitants depended upon their “local resource-rich
environment” for sustenance (2010:69). Although maize is present, it does not ever
completely extinguish the use of native seed crops. Winterville seems to follow the same
progression of agriculture as many other Southeastern sites transitioning from the Late
Woodland use of local resources with an increasing utilization of agricultural crops. One
nut resource to make specific mention of is the use of acorns. Although the use of maize
increased over time, the use and presence of acorns remain prominent which is not
generally seen at other sites
An additional peculiarity discovered by Flosenzier was an overwhelming amount
of clasping coneflower seeds. Over 1700 seeds from the Rudbeckia amplexcaulis, or
coneflower, was excavated from two features, (Feature 5 in 2005 and Feature 113 in
2007), associated with mounds F and D respectively, with the former dating to the
beginning of the mound building stage or the Winterville phase, and the latter near the
end of Winterville’s occupation. In addition to its abundance, its botanical family is
known for possessing medicinal properties. Although it could be argued that this plant
could have been grown for its beauty alone, it is very unlikely. Previous research has
determined that each of the features containing seeds from the cone flower are from
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ritualistic contexts or ceremonial feasting thereby, supporting the assumption that there is
something special going on with their inclusion.
In addition to the Winterville site, the Bee Lake locality, which includes the Bee
Lake (22HO512) and the Parker Bayou II (22HO626) sites, located in Holmes County,
Mississippi, is one of only a handful of areas located in the Yazoo Basin that has had
extensive archaeobotanical research conducted. In 2014, in response to a request from
the Mississippi Department of Transportation to survey the planned right of way of the
proposed relocation of U.S Highway 49 east, Tennessee Valley Archaeological Research
(TVar) conducted an archaeological investigation of the Bee Lake locality to determine if
there would be any significant impact to historic or archaeological properties (Meeks et al
2019). Unlike the other sites discussed to this point, there are no standing mounds
associated with the Bee Lake locality. At best, one mound, which may or may not have
historic origins, was documented by C.B. Moore in 1908; however, this mound is no
longer present.
Nevertheless, in 2014, “124 flotation samples from 92 feature contexts” (Meeks et
al. 2019:263) were collected from postholes and pits. These features date from the early
Marksville to the early Mississippian period. Similar to the Winterville site, even after
maize became a staple crop, acorn and hickory remained present as an important
subsistence resource. This was supplemented by native seeds and fruits such as
knotweed, chenopod, persimmon, raspberry, and maypops just to name a few.
Domesticated cultigens included beans, squash, and bottle gourds; while weedy plants
included morning glory and even purslane (Meeks et al. 2019). Although the site itself
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does not compare in size or complexity as those discussed earlier, this site did produce an
assemblage of taxa representative of ceremonial origins.
What makes this particular site important to discuss is the fact that its associated
report actually acknowledges that the assemblage from Zone 2 of Feature 24 is of a
special context. Feature 24 is a 2.5 m2 bathtub shaped pit with two overlapping
radiocarbon assays of A.D. 1215-1280 and A.D. 1160-1265. In addition to the inclusion
of over 2600 maize kernels, 10 morning glory seeds, 4 maypop, 1 bottle gourd seed, and
a variety of additional botanicals with subsistence and medicinal properties, one quartz
crystal was also present. When examining each of these inclusions individually, Feature
24’s unique assemblage does not stand out. However, when the entire assemblage is
considered as a complete unit as done here, it makes it possible to specifically identify its
botanical assemblage as unique and “suggestive of use of plants beyond economic
purposes” (Meeks et al. 2019:294).

Cultigens with Ethnographical Documentation of Ceremonial and Medicinal Use
Although maize is best known for its place in subsistence systems, it is also
known for medicinal and ritualistic uses. Its importance to the Maya and their creation
stories is documented through murals and even the Popul Vuh (Huff 2006). Eubanks
(2001:493) states that the, “Zapotec displayed maize on ceremonial urns representing
revered ancestral figures bearing attributes of different deities in the Zapotec pantheon
associated with growing maize”. This culture viewed maize as the “sacred source and
sustenance of life” (Eubanks 2006:493). The inclusion of maize is also a common aspect
of Native American tribal creation stories, cosmological beliefs, and religious practices
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across the western hemisphere, and appears as a motif in the Mississippian Southeastern
Ceremonial Complex, an art complex that is dominated by cosmological iconography.
This utilization demonstrates the plant’s importance to the tribal communities and
their sense of place. As discussed by Huff, “sense of place encompasses many aspects of
the human relationship with place” (2006:81). Therefore, the people, their underlying
institutions, and every part of what makes them “who” they are are related to maize,
following the theories of Durkheim’s, “The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life”
(1912). The ritualistic use of maize to commemorate the commencement as well as the
completion of constructing sacred spaces is seen all across North America. Maize is
featured in prehistoric artistry, ceremonial feasting, and inclusions in botanical
assemblages alongside other more commonly known ritualized cultigens and iconic elite
goods. Maize appears to have been initially introduced into the Southeast during the
Middle Woodland Period (Steponaitis 1986), hypothetically for ritualistic use via
sodalities (Knight 2001, Lankfort 2016).
As reported by Moerman, (1998:612), Zea mae L., is used by the Cherokee and
Mohegan as a dermatological aid and a pulmonary aid. The Tewa utilize maize as an
analgesic, dermatological aid, and a pediatric aid. It is also recorded by the Navajo as a
ceremonial drug as a poultice for sore throats. In this instance, specific parts of plants,
located on specific portions of the plants, situated in specified areas across the land scape,
are all mixed together and applied while conducting specific ceremonial actions in doing
so. For example, the concoction used by the Navajo (“Night Chant medicine”) includes
maize, tobacco, bean leaves, watermelon, and squash. In order to make the poultice,
“corn plants gathered in the east, south, west, and north, … and muskmelon leaves from
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the northeast” are combined and applied as ceremonial medicine for a sore throat
(Moerman, 1998:610).
Maize is not the only subsistence plant with ceremonial or medicinal qualities.
Over the next few pages, several examples of subsistence plants with medicinal
properties are discussed. To conclude this chapter, a short discussion concerning
botanicals with ritual or ceremonial uses is presented for the reader to gain a better
understanding of what type of data this project aspires to realize.
Subsistence Plants with Medicinal Properties
The first botanical to start off this discussion is sumpweed. As discussed in
Chapter 1, sumpweed or marshelder is a cultigen of the EAC (Eastern Agricultural
Complex). Sumpweed is known by the Navajo, Kayenta, and Ramah tribes to have
medicinal properties. The range of uses include dermatological aids for boils, sheep
castration incisions, cough medicine in the form of lotions, and even a lotion and
concoction for influenza. Sumpweed is also known as a ceremonial or ritual medicine to
aid in the protection from witches (Moerman 1998).
The next subsistence botanical with medicinal properties is chenopod. Chenopod,
lamb’s quarters, and various species of goosefoot are all members of the genus
Chenopodium spp. As commonly known, chenopod is a subsistence plant that provides
nutrition through the consumption of its leaves as vegetables, and its seeds as breads and
cakes, or even parched and ground (Moerman 1998). Additional uses which may be less
commonly known include both ceremonial and medicinal uses, as well as serves as a raw
material for dying textiles and painting bows and arrows (Moerman 1998:154, 155).
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Chenopod has been used as a medicine for many tribes including the Iroquois and
Mohegan from the Northeast, as well as, the Cherokee, Natchez, and Seminole, who are
all aboriginal to the greater Southeast region. Tribes from across the Southwest such as
the Mescalero and White Mountain Apache, the Navajo, the Hopi, and numerous Pueblo
tribes use(d) chenopod as medicine too. In addition to these tribes, the Ojibwa who are
located near the headwaters of the Mississippi River and the Canadian territories also
have medicinal uses for Chenopodium. Even Alaskan Inuits and Eskimo have utilized
this botanical family for millennia (Moerman 1998).
Another cultigen of the EAC, the Helianthus, annuus L. or the common
sunflower, also possesses medicinal qualities. Sunflower’s known medicinal properties
are utilized for the treatment of ailments related to pulmonary troubles, wart removal,
snake bites and spider bites. Ceremonially, this flower is used as oils for body and face
paints, fight fatigue, and quench thirst. The sunflower is used in rituals by the Kayenta
and Navajo for the “sun-painting ceremony” (Moerman 1998:257) and “prenatal
infections caused by solar eclipse” (Moerman 1998:257).
The next subsistence cultigen to discuss is the cucurbit. According to Moerman
(1998:188), C. moshata is not only a subsistence plant, or a utilitarian plant (storage
containers and musical instruments), but the seeds were also used for tanning hides.
Additionally, the field pumpkin, a variety of Cucurbita pepo, is documented to have
medicinal uses by contemporary tribes such as the Cherokee, Iroquois, Menominee,
Meskwaki, Navajo, Pima, and Zuni, while the Cucurbita sp., (general squash taxa), is
utilized by the Cheyenne for medicine as well (Moerman, 1998). These healing
properties cover ailments ranging from worms, bed-wetting, “female ills”, upset stomach,
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dermatological aids, and even rheumatism, arthritis, and tuberculosis (Moerman,
1998:188). Finally, C. pepo is documented by the Cherokee as a ceremonial medicine as
well.
Bottle gourds, Lagenaria siceraria, are said to have originated in the Old World
as there are numerous cultigens found across the European and African continents which
are derived from this species. It is generally believed that the bottle gourd found its way
to the Americas through ocean currents (Cutler and Whitaker 1961). Bottle gourds have
many uses, and although they are most prominently known for storage and other
utilitarian functions, they have healing properties, ritualistic uses, and even are eaten
(Moerman, 1998:294). The Houma, Cherokee, Ojibwa, Cocopa, Dakota, Havasupai,
Hopi, Mohave, Seminole, and several other tribal nations utilize(d) this taxon for
ceremonial rattles, ritualistic music, ritualistic tools, for headaches and boils, and even
psychological aids.
Finally, the last subsistence plant presented in this discussion is the common bean.
The genus Phaseolus, or beans, has approximately160 species throughout the world,
about 80 of which are native to the western hemisphere (Kaplan 1965). According to
Fritz (1986) it was not until after A.D. 1250 that the common bean became a frequent
occurrence. However, by A.D. 1000, the common bean was present in Ohio and New
York (Fritz 1986). The Choctaw utilized the species of Phaseolus diversifolius as a food
in which the roots were mashed and boiled (Moerman 1998). The Iroquois utilized beans
as a ceremonial item as well as food (Moerman 1998:390). So it seems, most every
botanical that has a subsistence value also has a medicinal or ritual component too. As
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this research continues to look deeper into the uses of plants commonly understood as
subsistence items, likely more uses will be uncovered.
Ritual and Medicinal Plants
The cultivation of non-subsistence plants promotes the availability of plants used
for ritual and medical ailments (Williams 2000). Many plants have healing and spiritual
properties along with being used as food. However, various parts of the same plant may
only be useful in one area: as food, medicine, or as a ritual item (Williams 2000). Due to
the fact it is extremely difficult to identify most botanicals to their species levels through
analysis of macroremains, or charred remnants, it is my belief that a genus level
description of some plants is necessary in order to provide a well-rounded analysis for the
purpose of this research
The genus Nicotiana rustica, or tobacco, has a high concentration of nicotine. It
is the one medicine and ritualistic plant that is most associated with Native Americans
(Rafferty 2006). Chemical identification of biomarkers of tobacco residue were found in
smoke pipes that were collected from the Boucher site in Vermont; the residue returned
an uncalibrated date of 715 B.C. (Rafferty 2006). This date predates all other dates that
are based only on the botanical remains recovered from sites in Eastern North America
by almost a thousand years (Rafferty 2006).
Nicotiana sp. contains various species of tobacco originally introduced from areas
such as Bolivia and Peru (Hirst 2017). Dependent upon which variety or species of
Nicotiana sp., the healing properties of this versatile plant may be utilized as poultices for
sores, veterinary aids for dogs, steam for steam baths, an analgesic for cramps and pains,
and a remedy for snakebites and toothaches (Moerman 1998). Moerman (498:357)
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reports that the Navajo utilize this plant for ritual and ceremonial uses. Navajo medicine
people create a medicine with the leaves of the nicotine plant and place it in a “painted
turtle shell” (1998:357). This is then given to the patient “during the Raven Chant”
(Moerman 1998:357). Interestingly, the Navajo also use nicotine as a dermatological aid
for burns associated with handling burning raven’s nests (1998:357).
Spurge (Chanaesyce sp. And Euphorbiacea) has been recovered from sites in the
American Bottoms, Yazoo Basin (Winterville), and the Black Warrior Valley since as
early as the Late Woodland period (Flosenzier 2010, Williams 2000). Common uses for
spurge include oral aids, purgatives, cough medicine, and dermatological aids (Lewis and
Elvin Lewis 1977, Williams 2000). The Algonquin use spurge as a diabetic aid in that
they make an infusion of leaves to take for diabetes, while the Cherokee utilize it as a
cancer treatment (Moerman 1998:230).
Yaupon holly, Ilex vomitoria Ait., is known across the Southeast as the main
ingredient of the “black drink”. This ceremonial drink is taken “to clear out the system
and produce ceremonial purity” by the Creek and Alabama Indians (Moerman 1998:273).
The Seminole utilized the yaupon holly plant to treat the “old people’s dance sickness”.
This is described as a sickness which brings “nightmarish dreams and waking up talking”
(Moerman 1998:273).
The final special use plant to discuss is the coneflower family, or the Rudbeckia
spp. or the Echinacea spp. Various species of coneflowers have been identified in sites
from Cahokia to Moundville and are known to have many medicinal properties. The
Black-Eyed Susan and Orange Coneflower are both in the Rudbeckia genus. This genus
is commonly known to be used for treating cold symptoms, headaches, worms, and even
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some gynecological issues (Moerman 1998). In addition to these uses, the Cutleaf
Coneflower is reported to be a subsistence resource to the Cherokee (Moerman 1998).
All portions of the plant are consumed in various ways ranging from drying the leaves
and stems, to blanching the stems, and freezing the leaves. The Purple Coneflower,
Echinacea sp., is also a genus of coneflower and has had extensive amounts of research
conducted on its medical benefits and is found at sites across the Southeast. The
Asteraceae family of flowers, to which both Rudbeckia sp. and Echinacea sp. belong, are
utilized to treat illnesses related to cold symptoms such as coughing, fever, and
headaches, as well as venereal disease and tooth aches (Moerman 1998).
While small homestead gardens and larger community gardens are very well
understood from a dietary and subsistence vantage point, there has not been much
research conducted on the possible medicinal and ceremonial uses they may have had.
Research such as this can demonstrate the many uses of traditionally cultivated and
gathered plants which in turn will illuminate a much grander picture of the social
constructs associated to food, medicine, and ritual. In just the few short paragraphs
leading to this point, it has been demonstrated that a plant’s significance is not simply
tied to its nutritional value. Rather, its significance can only become truly realized when
it is examined from a broader perspective
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CHAPTER III METHODS
In order to conduct this research, archaeobotanical data reported from 73
archaeological sites located across seven states and four sub areas of the Southeast region
were documented. To determine which sites to utilize, an in-depth survey of various
Cultural Resource Management reports, site reports, university studies, various
dissertations, and independent research papers was conducted to identify sites with
previous archaeobotanical research completed. The list of sites used for this research
included 23 sites from the American Bottoms, 14 sites from the Yazoo Basin and I-69
Corridor, 19 from the west central Alabama region, and 11 from Tensas Basin and the
Natchez Bluffs area. In order to study the original site reports, a written request for
permission to access confidential databases was emailed to the State Historic
Preservation Offices of the states of Illinois, Louisiana, Alabama. The data required for
the quantitative and qualitative analysis was derived from these original reports and when
necessary, from additional research reported by Gayle Fritz (2008), Michelle Williams
(2000), Megan Kassabaum (2014), Katherine Roberts (2006) and Margaret Scarry
(1986).
Table 2 Project Sites, States, and Associated Reports
Site

State

Report/Reference
Cadell, G.M. 1982. Plant Resources Archaeological Plant
Remains, and Prehistoric Plant-Use Patterns in the Central
Tombigbee River Valley. Tuscaloosa. Bulletin Alabama
1GR1X1 Alabama Museum of Natural History
Cadell, G.M. 1982. Plant Resources Archaeological Plant
Remains, and Prehistoric Plant-Use Patterns in the Central
Tombigbee River Valley. Tuscaloosa. Bulletin Alabama
1GR2
Alabama Museum of Natural History
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1HA8

Scarry, C.M. 1986. Change in Plant Procurement and
Production during the Emergence of the Moundville Chiefdom.
Alabama PhD Dissertation, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan.

1JE31

Scarry, C.M. 1986. Change in Plant Procurement and
Production during the Emergence of the Moundville Chiefdom.
Alabama PhD Dissertation, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan.

1JE32

Scarry, C.M. 1986. Change in Plant Procurement and
Production during the Emergence of the Moundville Chiefdom.
Alabama PhD Dissertation, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan.

1JE33

1Pi33

1Pi61

Scarry, C.M. 1986. Change in Plant Procurement and
Production during the Emergence of the Moundville Chiefdom.
Alabama PhD Dissertation, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan.
Cadell, G.M. 1982. Plant Resources Archaeological Plant
Remains, and Prehistoric Plant-Use Patterns in the Central
Tombigbee River Valley. Tuscaloosa. Bulletin Alabama
Alabama Museum of Natural History
Cadell, G.M. 1982. Plant Resources Archaeological Plant
Remains, and Prehistoric Plant-Use Patterns in the Central
Tombigbee River Valley. Tuscaloosa. Bulletin Alabama
Alabama Museum of Natural History

Scarry, C.M. 1986. Change in Plant Procurement and
Production during the Emergence of the Moundville Chiefdom.
1TU44/45 Alabama PhD Dissertation, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan.
Williams, Michele. 2000. Evidence For edicinal Plants in the
Paleoethnobotanical Record of the Eastern U.S. During the
Late Woodland Through Mississippian Periods. PhD
1TU459
Alabama Dissertation, St. Louis: Washington University

1TU552

1TU56

1TU570

Scarry, C.M., 1993. Plant Remains from the Big Sandy Farms
Site (1TU552), Tuscaloosa County, Alabama. in Big Sandy
Farms, by H. B. Ensor. University of Alabama Museums,
Alabama Office of Archaeological Services, Report of Investigations 66
Jackson, H. Edwin, C. Margaret Scarry, and Susan Scott.
2014."Domestic and Ritual Meals in the Moundville
Chiefdom." In Rethinking Moundville and its Hinterland,
edited by Vincas Steponaitis and C. Margaret Scarry, pp. 187Alabama 233. Gainesville: University Press of Florida.
Williams, Michele. 2000. Evidence For Medicinal Plants in the
Paleoethnobotanical Record of the Eastern U.S. During the
Late Woodland Through Mississippian Periods. PhD
Alabama Dissertation, St. Louis: Washington University
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Williams, Michele. 2000. Evidence For Medicinal Plants
in the Paleoethnobotanical Record of the Eastern U.S.
During the Late Woodland Through Mississippian
Periods. PhD Dissertation, St. Louis: Washington
1TU59
Alabama
University
Jackson, H. Edwin, C. Margaret Scarry, and Susan Scott.
2014. "Domestic and Ritual Meals in the Moundville
Chiefdom." In Rethinking Moundville and its Hinterland,
edited by Vincas Steponaitis and C. Margaret Scarry, pp.
1TU66
Alabama
187-233. Gainesville: University Press of Florida.
Williams, Michele. 2000. Evidence For Medicinal Plants
in the Paleoethnobotanical Record of the Eastern U.S.
During the Late Woodland Through Mississippian
Periods. PhD Dissertation, St. Louis: Washington
1TU768
Alabama
University
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Informaiton and
Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process, Northwest
Mississippi." In Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses
from the Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University of
22CO573
Mississippi Alabama Press.
Whalley, Lucy, Thomas Emerson, Douglas K. Jackson.
1982. Plant Remains from the Stirling Component, in The
BBB Motor Site (11-Ms-595): An Early Mississippian Site
In The American Bottom. Mitigation Report, UrbanaChampagne: The State of Illinois Department of
BBB Motor Illinois
Transportation
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information and
Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process, Northwest
Mississippi." In Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses
from the Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University of
Bird's Creek Louisiana
Alabama Press.
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information and
Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process, Northwest
Mississippi." In Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses
from the Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University of
Black Water Louisiana
Alabama Press.
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Bluff Shadow

Illinois

Lopinot, Neal H. , Michael L. Hargrave, and
Michele Seme. 1982. Archaeobotancal Remains
from MO-562, in Archaeological Investigations
at the Bluff Shadow SIte Monroe County,
Illinois. Mitigation Report, Carbondale: Center
for Archaeological Investigations.

Lopinot, Neal H. 1983. Archaeobotany of the
Bridges Site. Mitigation Report, Carbondale:
Bridges
Illinois
Center for Archaeologgical Investigations.
Wright, P.J. 1986. Analysis of Plant Remains
from the Bridgeton Archaeological Site
(23SL442) Unpublished M.A. Thesis in
Bridgeton
Missouri Anthropology. St. Louis. Washington University
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical
Information and Issues Relevant to the I-69
Overview Process, Northwest Mississippi." In
Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses from the
Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University
Brougham Lake
Arkansas of Alabama Press.
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical
Information and Issues Relevant to the I-69
Overview Process, Northwest Mississippi." In
Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses from the
Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University
Burris
Arkansas of Alabama Press.
Kelly, J.E. 1993. Recent Investigations in the
Area of the Southeastern Palisade, Cahokia.
Office of Contract Archaeology, Edwardsville.
Cahokia Septic System Illinois
Southern Illinois University
Holley, G.R., N.H. Lopinot, R.A. Dalan, W.I
Woods. 1990. Archaeology of the Cahokia
Palisade: South Palisade Investigations. Illinois
Cultural Resources Study No. 14. Springfield.
Cahokia/ South Palisade Illinois
Illinois Historic Preservation Agency
Lopinot, N.H. 1991. Archaeobotanical Remains
in The Archaeology of the Cahokia Mounds ICTII: Biological Remains. Springfield. Illinois
Cahokia/ICT- II
Illinois
Historic Preservation Agency
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Finney, Fred Austin, Sissel Johannessen. 1981. The
Carbon Dioxide Site: Late Woodland and Early
Mississippian Occupations on the American Bottom:
Plant Remains From the Carbon Dioxide Site.
Mitigation Report, Urbana Champaign: The State of
Carbon Dioxide Illinois
Illinois Department of Transportation.
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information
and Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process,
Northwest Mississippi." In Time's River:
Archaeological Syntheses from the Lower Mississippi
Valley, by Evan Peacock and Janet Rafferty, 299-343.
Craig
Mississippi Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press.
Stahi, A.B. 1985. The Dohack Site American Bottom
Dohack
Illinois
Archaeology FAI-270 Reports Vol.12
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information
and Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process,
Northwest Mississippi." In Time's River:
Archaeological Syntheses from the Lower Mississippi
Valley, by Evan Peacock and Janet Rafferty, 299-343.
Emerson
Louisiana
Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press.
Dunavan, Sandra L. 1988. Mississippian Occupations
at the Esterlein Site (11-Ms-598): Plant Remains.
Urbana-Champaign: The State of Illinois Department
Esterlein
Illinois
of Transportation.
Kassabaum, Megan Crandal. 2014. Feasting and
Communal Ritual in the Lower Mississippi Valley.
PhD Dissertation. Chapel Hill. University of North
Feltus
Mississippi Carolina at Chapel Hill
Fingers

Florence Street

Flowers No. 3

Kelly, J.E., 1995. The Fingers and Curtiss Steinberg
Road Sites: Plant Remains. ITARP Report No. 1
Milner, George R., Douglas K. Jackson, Thomas E.
Emerson, Sissel Johannessan. 1982. The Florence
Street Site (11-S-458) The Sand Prairie Phase
Cemetery and Occupation: Plant Remains From the
FLorence Street Site Sand Praire Phase, Occupation, .
Mitigation Report, Urbana-Champaign: The State of
Illinois
Illinois Department of Transportation.
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information
and Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process,
Northwest Mississippi." In Time's River:
Archaeological Syntheses from the Lower Mississippi
Valley, by Evan Peacock and Janet Rafferty, 299-343.
Mississippi Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press.
Illinois
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Craig, Joseph, Joseph M. Galloy, Kathryn E. Parker,
Elizabeth Scott, and Clark Spencer Larsen. 1994. Phase
III Archaeological Investigations at Site GCS #1 (11-MS1380) A Mississippian Farmstead Near Horseshoe Lake,
Madison County, Illinois. Mitigation Report, Hanson
GCS #1
Illinois
Engineers Incorporated.
McElrath, D.L., and F.A. Finney. 1987. The George
Reeves Site. American Bottom Archaeology FAI – 270
George Reeves Illinois
Reports Vol.15
Holley, George R., Alan J. Brown, Neil H. Lopinot.
1989. Archaeological Investigations Relating to the Glen
Carbon Interceptor Sewer Line, Divisions 3 Through 7,
Madison County, Illinois. Mitigation Report, Granite
Goshen
Illinois
City: Juneau associates, Inc
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information and
Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process, Northwest
Mississippi." In Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses
from the Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University of
Hayti Bypass
Missouri Alabama Press.
Kassabaum, Megan Crandal. 2014. Feasting and
Communal Ritual in the Lower Mississippi Valley. PhD
Dissertation. Chapel Hill. University of North Carolina at
Hedgeland
Louisiana Chapel Hill
Scarry, C.M. 1986. Change in Plant Procurement and
Production during the Emergence of the Moundville
Chiefdom. PhD Dissertation, Ann Arbor: University of
IHA39
Alabama Michigan
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information and
Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process, Northwest
Mississippi." In Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses
from the Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University of
Jolly
Louisiana Alabama Press.
Milner, George R., Joyce A. Williams. 1981. The Julien
Site (11-S-63): An Early Bluff and Mississippian
Multicomponent Site:The Small Settlement Unit
Subsistence Strategies. Mitigation Report, UrbanaJulien
Illinois
Champaign: The Illinois Archaeological Survey.
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Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information
and Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process,
Northwest Mississippi." In Time's River:
Archaeological Syntheses from the Lower Mississippi
Valley, by Evan Peacock and Janet Rafferty, 299Kleuppal
Louisiana 343. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press.
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information
and Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process,
Northwest Mississippi." In Time's River:
Archaeological Syntheses from the Lower Mississippi
Valley, by Evan Peacock and Janet Rafferty, 299Kochtitzky Ditch
Arkansas 343. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press.
Neuslus, P.D., 1985. Archaeological Excavations at
the Kruse Bluffbase #3 Site. Center for
Archaeological Investigations Research Paper No.
Kruse Bluffbase #3 Illinois
51. Carbondale. Southern Illinois University
Kassabaum, Megan Crandal. 2014. Feasting and
Communal Ritual in the Lower Mississippi Valley.
PhD Dissertation. Chapel Hill. University of North
Lake Providence
Louisiana Carolina at Chapel Hill
Kassabaum, Megan Crandal. 2014. Feasting and
Communal Ritual in the Lower Mississippi Valley.
PhD Dissertation. Chapel Hill. University of North
Lisa's Ridge
Louisiana Carolina at Chapel Hill
Esarey, Duane, Timothy W. Good. 1981. Final
Report on FAI 270 and Illinois Route 460 Related
Excavations at the Lohman Site 11-S-49 St. Clair
County, Illinois. Mitigation Report, UrbanaLohmann
Illinois
Champagne: The Illinois Archaeological Survey
Caddell, C.M. 1983. Floral Remains from the
Lubbub Creek Archaeological Locality. In Studies of
Material Remains from the Lubbub Creek
Lubbub Creek
Alabama Archaeological Locality. ed. by C.S. Peebles
Emerson, T.E. and D.L. Jackson. 1987 Emergent
Mississippian and Early Mississippian Homesteads
at the Marcus Site. American Bottom Archaeology
Marcus
Illinois
FAI-270 Reports Vol. 17
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Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information and
Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process, Northwest
Mississippi." In Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses
from the Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University of
McNight
Mississippi Alabama Press.
Scarry, C.M., 1995. Plant Remains from the Riverbank
Excavations. In Excavations on the Northwest Riverbank at
Moundville, by C.M. Scarry. Pp.217-232. University of
Alabama Museums, Office of Archaeological Services,
Moundville Alabama
Report of Investigations 72
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information and
Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process, Northwest
Mississippi." In Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses
from the Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University of
Nodena
Arkansas
Alabama Press.
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information and
Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process, Northwest
Mississippi." In Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses
from the Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University of
Oliver
Mississippi Alabama Press.

Olszewski

Illinois

Parkin

Arkansas

Petit

Illinois

Priestly

Arkansas

Hanenberger, Ned, Sandra. 1986. Late Archaic and
Mississippian Occupations at the Olszewski Borrow Pit Site
(11-S-465):Chapter 4 Floral Remains. Mitigation Report,
Urbana-Champaign: The Illinois Arhaeological Survey.
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information and
Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process, Northwest
Mississippi." In Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses
from the Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University of
Alabama Press.
Williams, Michele. 2000. Evidence For Medicinal Plants in
the Paleoethnobotanical Record of the Eastern U.S. During
the Late Woodland Through Mississippian Periods. PhD
Dissertation, St. Louis: Washington University
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information and
Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process, Northwest
Mississippi." In Time's River: Archaeological Syntheses
from the Lower Mississippi Valley, by Evan Peacock and
Janet Rafferty, 299-343. Tuscaloosa: University of
Alabama Press.
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McElrath, Dale L., Joyce A. Williams, Thomas O.
Maher, ANd Michael C. Meinkoth. 1987. Emergent
Mississippian and Mississippian Communities at the
Radic Site (11-Ms-584). Mitigation Report, UrbanaRadic
Illinois
Champaign: The Illinois Archaeological Survey
Mehrer, Mark William. 1982. A Mississippian
Community at The Range Site (11-S-47), St. Clair
County: Floral Analysis. archaeological, UrbanaRange
Illinois
Champaign: The Illinois Archaeological Survey
Johannesson, S, Andrew C. Fortier. 1984. The Robert
Schneider Site (11-Ms-1177). Archaeological,
Urbana-Champaign: The State of Illinois Department
Robert Schneider Illinois
of Transportation.
Milner, G.R. 1985. The Robinson’s Lake Site.
Robinson’s Lake Illinois
American Bottoms Archaeology FAI-270 Vol. 10
Fritz, Gayle. 2008. "Paleoethnobotanical Information
and Issues Relevant to the I-69 Overview Process,
Northwest Mississippi." In Time's River:
Archaeological Syntheses from the Lower Mississippi
Valley, by Evan Peacock and Janet Rafferty, 299-343.
Rock Levee
Mississippi Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press.
Kassabaum, Megan Crandal. 2014. Feasting and
Communal Ritual in the Lower Mississippi Valley.
PhD Dissertation. Chapel Hill. University of North
Shackleford Lake Louisiana
Carolina at Chapel Hill
Mitchem, Alexandria T., "Ritual and Subsistence:
Paleobotany at the Smith Creek Site (22wk526)"
Smith Creek
Mississippi (2016). Anthropology Senior Theses. Paper 165.
Fortier, A.C., T.O. Maher, J.A. Williams. 1991. The
Sponeman Site. American Bottom Archaeology FAISponeman
Illinois
270 Reports Vol. 23
Milner, George R., Joyce A. Williams. 1981. The
Turner (11-S-50) and Dange (11-S-447) Sites: An
Early Mississippian Occupation of a Floodplain
Locality. Archaeological Report, Urbana-Champaign:
Turner
Illinois
The Illinois Archaeological Survey
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Jackson, Douglas K., Philip G. Millhouse, Mary L.
Simon, Thomas E. Berres. 1996. The Vaughn Branch
Site: Late woodland and Mississippian Occupations in
the American Bottom: Mississippian Stirling Phase
Component Archaeobotanical Remains. Archaeological
, Illinois Transportation Archaeological Research
Vaughn Branch Illinois
Project.
Parker, K.E. 1992. Plant Remains from Archaeological
Excavations at the Walmart Site (11MS1369). Normal,
Walmart
Illinois
Il. Charles L. Rohrbaugh, Archaeological Consultants
Flosenzier, Diana Booney. 2010. Mississippian
Feasting Strategies in the Lower Mississippi Valley:
Archaeobotanical Analysis of Two Features from
Winterville Mounds (22WS500). Master’s Thesis.
Hattiesburg. University of Southern Mississippi
Little, Keith J. and Hunter B. Johnson. 2019.
Archaeological Investigations in an Area of Mass
Wasting on Mound A at the Winterville Site,
Washington County, Mississippi. Huntsville.
Winterville
Mississippi Tennessee Valley Archaeological Research

The data pertaining to the American Bottoms, Tensas Basin and Natchez Bluffs,
West Central Alabama (Moundville), and the Yazoo Basin was previously synthesized in
the dissertations of Margaret Scarry (1986), Gayle Fritz (1986), Michelle Williams
(2000) Katherine Roberts (2006), and Megan Kassabaum (2014), and the master’s thesis
of Diana Flosenzier (2010). Additionally, ethnobotanical data concerning each of the
botanicals listed in the following tables can be found in Appendix A. The information
that is reported was documented primarily by Daniel Moerman (1998), Professor of
Anthropology at the University of Michigan-Dearborn. Moerman is an anthropologist
who has compiled ethnobotanical data on over 1500 plants used by more than 200 tribes
over the past twenty-five years. He has utilized ethnographic material from literature as
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well as conducted his own ethnographic research on Native American communities
across America.
Prior to the statistical analysis of these samples, the botanicals were assigned to
one of five categories. This process follows that of Michele Williams’ work on the
botanicals from the American Bottoms and Black Warrior Valley so as to have data
which is statistically comparable from the other subareas listed earlier. Since Williams
states, “Medicinal plants tend not to be exclusively as medicine” (Williams 2000:17),
botanical remains will be sorted into the following five classes:

Class 1: Medicine- the plants only use is for medical and health purposes

Class 2: Medicine/Food- primary use as medicine with a secondary use as food

Class 3: Food/Medicine- primary use is as food with a secondary use as medicine

Class 4: Ritual- primary use is for ritualistic purposes

Class5: Unknown- all botanicals which do not fit in the above categories

The tables below, (Tables 3-6) provide a list of botanicals and the class that they
have been assigned to. Through an in-depth analysis of previously identified
archaeobotanical remains recovered from the Winterville site and 72 additional
Southeastern sites, plants with ethnographically documented ceremonial and medicinal
uses occur with great regularity including 75 of 98 taxa in these archaeobotanical
assemblages.
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Table 3 Class 1 Botanicals: Medicine Plants
Botanical Name
Ambrosia artemisiifolia

Common Name
Ragweed

Ampelopsis cordata

Botanical Name Common Name
Magnolia
Southern
grandiflora
Magnolia
Panic Grass,
Panicum sp.
Grass Family
Pinus rigida
Pitch

Centaurea sp.
Desmodum sp.
Elliotta pyroliflorus
Euphorbia
Galactie spp.
Gallium aparine (L.),
Galium sp.

Pepper vine
Star thistle, Yellow
Star, Bachelor Button
Ticktrefoil
Copper Leaf
Spurge Family
Milkpea
Sticky Willey,
Bedstraw

Geraniaceae
Hypericum ascyron (L.)
Ilex sp.

Geranium
St. John’s Wort
Holly

Silene sp.
Sisyrinchium
sp.
Verbascum
Verbena sp.

Lathyrus sp./Vicia sp
Lespedeza sp.

Wild pea, Vetch
Bush Clover

Viola
Xanthum sp.

Plantago sp.
Polygonatum
Ranunculus sp.
Rumex sp.

Plantain
Solomon’s Seal
Burttercup
Dock
Campion,
Catchfly
Blue eyed
grasses
Mullein
Vervain,
Verbena
Violate
Cocklebur

Table 4 Class 2 Botanicals: Medicine/Food Plants
Botanical Name
Asclepias sp.

Common Name
Milkweed

Botanical Name
Nuphur lutea

Brassica
Carex

India Mustard
Sedge/Cyperus sp.

Celtis occidentalis

Hackberry

Eriogonum

Buckwheat Family

Oaxilis sp
Oenothera biennis
Passiflora
incamata
Phytolacca
Americana

Gleditsaia riacanthos
Gymnocladus dioicus
Juglans cinerea

Honey locust
Coffee tree
Butter nut

Lactuca

Wild Lettuce

Liquidambar
styraciflua

Sweet Gum
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Common Name
Water Lily
Creeping
Woodsorrel
Evening Primrose
Maypops,
Passionflower

Pokeweed
Knotweed,
Polygonum
Smartweed
Rhus sp
Fragrant Sumac
Sabal minor, Sabal Dwarf Palmetto,
Palmetto
Cabbage Palm
Sambucus
canadensis
Elderberry
Scirpus americaus Bulrush

Table 4 Continued
Malva

Mallows

Mentha sp.

Mints

Solanaceae,
Solanum nigrum
Virburnum sp

Nightshade, Black
Nightshade
Sargent Viburnum

Table 5 Class 3 Botanicals: Food/Medicine Plants
Botanical Name
Amaranthus

Common Name
Amaranth

Botanical Name
Morus sp

Chenopodium

Chenopod
Cheno-Am
Hawthorn,
Mayhaw

Rubus sp
Physalis sp
Portulaca
oleracea,
Portulaca spp

Crataegus

Common Name
Mulberry cf.
Bramble berry,
Blackberry
Ground Cherry
Purslane

Cucurbita pepo
Diospyros
virginiana
Fragaria vesca
spp.
Helianthus sp.

Squash

Prunus sp.

Wild Cherry, Choke
Cherry

Persimmon
Strawberry

Vaccinium sp.
Vitaceae/Vitis

Blueberry, Huckle berry
Grape

Sunflower

Zea mays L.

Maize

Iva annua (L.), Iva
xanthifoia

Sumpweed Giant
Sumpweed

Table 6 Class 4 Botanicals: Ritual Plants
Botanical Name
Datura sp.
Ilex cf. vomitoria
Ipomoea

Common Name
Jimson Weed
Yaupon Holly
Morning Glory Family

Botanical Name
Juniperus sp.
Lagenaria siceraria
Nicotiana sp.

Common Name
Juniper
Bottle Gourd
Tobacco

The addition of Class 5 is utilized as a “catch all” for those plants which do not fit
in the first four classes. Class 5 botanicals consist primarily of plants known for ONLY
their subsistence or utilitarian values rather than possessing any recognized medicinal or
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ceremonial purposes. The inter-site data which is utilized for comparison does not
employ a catch-all class and was not utilized for inter-regional comparisons.
The primary objective of this project was to compare previously identified
archaeobotanical remains from the Winterville Mounds site to establish when specific
medicinal and ceremonial botanicals became present in the Yazoo Basin. Once these
special use botanicals were identified, a separate comparison was made with other
Southeastern Mississippian site complexes to assess broader trends in their use. To do
this task, a comparison of dated contexts (Emergent Mississippian/Coles Creek and
Mississippian) was conducted. These comparisons indicated temporal trends and allowed
for specific plants to be tracked into the Southeast.
Quantification
Calculations that were utilized to assess the change in botanical use over time
include Ubiquity and Regional Ubiquity:
Ubiquity measures how frequently any one taxon is present in analyzed contexts
(Williams 2000). To calculate this, the total number of sites which contain the specified
taxa is divided by the total number of contexts represented by all of the samples. This is
then multiplied by 100 to obtain a percentage. Therefore, the equation which is utilized
to measure ubiquity is as follows;
Ubiquity of Tobacco = Ft
X= Sites containing tobacco in its assemblage
Y= Total number of Sites analyzed in the region (total project)
Ft=(X/Y)*(100)
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In regard to the Winterville site, the Feature Ubiquity of taxa presented in
Flosenzier’s work concerning Feature 113 and Feature 5 has been compared with the
seven features analyzed by Tennessee River Archaeological Research (Little and Johnson
2019) which span from the Terminal Coles Creek through the Mississippian period. The
data provided by using this calculation presents a more wholistic picture of when and
where specific plants were utilized during the occupation of Winterville. Additionally,
regional ubiquity has also been calculated. Through comparing the data from all four
subareas of this project, new data concerning the use of medicinal and ceremonial plants
across the Southeast is more complete.
Taxon frequency is an additional calculation which was used to make
comparisons across the Winterville site. Taxon frequency is calculated by dividing the
number of seeds from a specified cultural period by the total count of seeds from all
plants of the same cultural period (Miller 1988 Williams 2000). To obtain percentages
that are easier to envision, one must only multiply this by 100 to acquire a whole number
configuration. An example of this calculation is as follows:
Example:

At site XYZ, 2,599 tobacco seeds have been identified from an

assemblage totaling 22,549 seeds from various taxa. In order calculate the Taxon
Frequency of tobacco at site XYZ, we divide the number of tobacco seeds 2,599 by
the total number of seeds 22,549 to arrive at the taxon frequency of .11, or 11% if
we employ the method of multiplying the product by 100.
Taxon Frequency= (X/Y)*(100)
X= number of seeds from a specific taxon (tobacco)
Y=total number of seeds in the assemblage
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As there has been very little ethnobotanical research conducted at the
Mississippian sites of the Yazoo Basin, it is my hope that the information collected
through the implementation of this project will contribute to a more holistic picture of not
only the Winterville site, but the Southeast region of the United States. This work is
important because it fills some of the ethnobotanical holes in Southeastern prehistoric
research, in which we are faced with currently. This research also provides an additional
dimension to utilize when considering social equity, political power, and the spread of
agriculture in the Mississippian culture. The results of this project and its interpretations
are found in the following two chapters.
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CHAPTER IV RESULTS
As discussed earlier, the purpose of this project is to evaluate previously
identified botanicals to determine if they could be related to the possible ceremonial and
medicinal practices related with the prehistoric inhabitants of not only the Winterville
Mounds site, (22WS500), but also the greater Southeast region of the United States. The
following charts and tables contain a summary of how the use of plants changed over
time across four subregions of the American Southeast. The first set of data presents
botanical information associated with the Winterville site. The data that follows is
associated with all four subregions studied by this research and separated by plant class.
The final section of the chapter provides information concerning the ethnobotanical data
associated to those botanicals which maintain the highest ubiquity across time and space.
For the reader’s convenience, a complete list of botanicals and their ethnobotanical data
can be found in Appendix A.

Winterville Mounds Site (22WS500)
As discussed earlier, the Winterville Mounds site is believed to be a ceremonial
complex dating to the Mississippian cultural period with an admixture of the Coles Creek
and the Mississippian cultures known as the Plaquemine culture. Winterville lies on the
boundary where these two great cultures meet in the Yazoo Basin. The Coles Creek
culture is found across the Lower Mississippi Valley throughout the late to terminal
Woodland period, finally reaching the Yazoo Basin around A.D. 800 (Brain 1989). At
the same time, the Mississippian culture sprang from the American Bottoms and filtered
from the Central Mississippi Valley into the Yazoo Basin and lower Southeast region.
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The charts and tables illustrated below demonstrate the cultural changes taking
place during this span of time, approximately dating between A.D. 1000 – 1550, crossing
the Terminal Coles Creek period through the Mississippian. Table 7 displays the
Features (accompanied with their radiocarbon dates and cultural phases) utilized for
analyzing the botanicals at Winterville as reported by Little and Johnson (2019) and
Flosenzier (2010).
Table 7 Winterville Feature and Radiocarbon Data
Radiocarbon
Feature
Date
113
A.D. 1160-1220
63
A.D. 1160-1261
65
A.D. 1274-1385
Pin 2.09
A.D. 1291-1401
55 and 48 A.D. 1328 – 1445

Cultural Phase
Crippen Point -Winterville

Winterville - Lake George

Pin 2.04

A.D. 1402-1446

Lake George

2
5

A.D. 1435-1618
A.D. 1450-1650

Lake George - Wasp Lake

Additionally, Feature 76 is reported by Little and Johnson (2019); however, it is not used in this research as it predates the pre-mound
midden by at least a century. Little and Johnson explain that Feature 76 was excavated from occupation level 6 and therefore the
“AMS assay was rejected” (2019:113) due to this early date. It is presumed that the inclusion of early charred materials was due to
mound construction rather than mound activity (Little and Johnson 2019).

The following tables and figures display taxon by class, taxon frequency, and
taxon ubiquity of 28 botanicals that have been identified as possessing medicinal or ritual
characteristics. There were 6,590 seeds analyzed from nine features, spanning both time
periods, or approximately 500 years.
Class 1 Botanicals: Medicine Plants
There were 774 seeds analyzed from seven plants identified as a Class 1
Botanical.
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Table 8 Class 1 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Seed
Count

Botanical

Common Name

Ampelopsis cordata
Elliotta pyroliflorus

Peppervine/ Peppergrass
Copperleaf

Euphorbia
Malvaceae/ Sida spinosa
Panicum sp.
Pinus rigida
Xanthum sp.

Spurge Family
Prickly Sida, Tea weed
Panic Grass, Grass Family
Pitch
Cocklebur

1
1
44
40
653
32
3

Figure 1 (below) presents the data reported in Table 8 (above) with the exception
of Panicum sp. Of the 653 seeds identified as Grass Family, 95% were recovered from
features dating to the Terminal Coles Creek, (A.D. 1000 – A.D. 1250), time period. Only
5%, or 34 seeds, were recovered from Mississippian (A.D. 1250- A.D. 1500) aged
features.
Class 1 Botanical: Site 22WS500
Taxon Frequency
3.0%

2.0%

2.0%
1.0%

0.4%

0.3%

0.2%

0.1%

Cocklebur

Peppervine

0.0%

0.0%
Pitch

Spurge Family

Terminal Coles Creek

Copperleaf

Prickly Sida

Mississippian

Figure 1. Class 1 Botanicals: Site 22WS500 Taxon Frequency
Only the botanicals of the spurge family and pitch continue to be used through both the Terminal Coles Creek and Mississippian
periods. As noted above, Panicum sp. is not illustrated, however, it also is utilized in both the Terminal Coles Creek and
Mississippian periods. Although Prickly Sida, Sida Spinosa, is not identified as having ethnobotanical uses (Little and Johnson
2019,Moerman 1998), resent research from the CRC World Dictionary of Medical and Poisonous Plants (2012) lists Sida Spinosa and
a variety of other Sida plants with medicinal qualities.
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The following figure, Figure 2, illustrates Site Ubiquity of the botanicals
recovered from the Winterville site. Two features, Feature 63 and Feature 113, date to
the Terminal Coles Creek period; there are seven Mississippian features which date from
A.D. 1274 – A.D. 1650 (see Table 1) used for this research.

Class 1 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Site Ubiquity
120%

100%

100%
71%

80%
60%

50%

57%

57%
50%

50%

50%

50%

40%
20%

14%
0%

0%

0%

0%

0%
Cocklebur

Grass
Family

Peppervine

Pitch

Terminal Coles Creek

Spurge
Family

Copperleaf Prickly Sida

Mississippian

Figure 2. Class 1 Botanicals: Site 22WS500 Site Ubiquity
Terminal Coles Creek features (shown in blue) include Feature 63 which dates to the Crippen Point Phase and crosses into the
Winterville Phase, (A.D. 1160 – 1261) and Feature 113, which dates firmly within the Crippen Point Phase, (A.D. 1160 – 1220). The
seven Mississippian features are presented in orange. Copperleaf, known to be used by the Kitasoo tribe as a dietary stimulate
(Moerman 1998:208), is the only botanical found in a Mississippian aged feature and not found in a Terminal Coles Creek feature.

In examining the botanical assemblages of the individual features studied from
the Winterville site, Feature 48 and Feature 63 become quite interesting with a closer
look. Particularly since Feature 63 dates to just before construction of Mound A (A.D.
1160 – 1261) and Feature 48, also excavated from Mound A, dates to approximately a
generation later, or A.D. 1328 – 1445. Both features have very little subsistence plant
remains, indicating neither of these features are associated to feasting events. However,
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that does not mean food was not consumed as part of some other type of ritualistic
endeavor. The Class 1 botanicals identified from both of these features are related to
medicine used as emetics, or to induce vomiting, pain, rattle snake bites (cocklebur),
chicken pox, fever, and even diabetes (Moerman 1998). Additionally, Feature 63
contains 80 morning glory seeds, a botanical known for their hallucigentic use in
ceremonies. Also, the presence of copperleaf alongside that of (although not presented
yet) the Class 2 botanical nightshade and the Class 3 botanical purslane (used to cure bad
medicine) in Feature 48 signals the possible presence of a prehistoric medicine lodge or
even perhaps a sweat lodge. The botanicals identified in these assemblages all have
known uses by contemporary Native American tribes for healing mental illnesses or
stressors, as well as the renewal of life (hence the very limited inclusions of subsistence
plants). These plants are also known to provide pain relief to ears, eyes, mouth,
abdomen, and internal organs, and also aids in symptoms associated to severe physical
illnesses. This will be discussed further later in this chapter.
Class 2 Botanicals: Medicine/Food Plants
The following table presents data concerning seven plants that have been
identified as possessing both medicinal and subsistence qualities. To fit in this category,
the botanical must exhibit a primary use as medicine with a secondary use as food. There
were 95 seeds analyzed in this class of botanicals.
Table 9 Class 2 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Botanical
Asteraceae
Eriogonum
Passiflora incamata

Common Name
Aster Family
Buckwheat Family
Maypop, Passionflower
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Seed Count
1
1
1

Table 9 Continued
Phytolacco Americana
Polygonum
Sambucus canadensis
Solanaceae, Solanum nigrum

Pokeweed
Knotweed/ Smartweed
Elderberry
Nightshade Family

5
59
6
22

The following figure, Figure 3, illustrates the taxon frequency of the seven Class
2 botanicals listed above. Only knotweed and pokeweed are represented in both the
Terminal Coles Creek period and the Mississippian period.

Class 2 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Taxon Frequency
2.0%
1.8%
1.6%
1.4%
1.2%
1.0%
0.8%
0.6%
0.4%
0.2%
0.0%

1.7%
1.1%

0.3%
0.1%

0.1%

0.0%

Terminal Coles Creek

0.0%

Mississippian

Figure 3. Class 2 Botanicals: Site 22WS500 Taxon Frequency
It is interesting that Nightshade is only present in features that date to the Terminal Coles Creek period. A similar trend is seen across
the entire Southeast Region.

Figure 4 illustrates the site ubiquity of Winterville’s Class 2 botanicals. Only
botanicals identified as belonging to the Aster Family and Buckwheat family were absent
in the Terminal Coles Creek features at Winterville. It is interesting that Elderberry was
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not identified in the later Mississippian aged features as it is known throughout the
Southeast for its potential nutritional value and medicinal properties. However, as
beneficial as elderberry may be, consumption of the roots is known to be deadly (Dayton
1948:730), a characteristic which prehistoric people must have surely known.

Class 2 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Site Ubiquity
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Elderberry Knotweed

Maypop Nightshade Pokeweed

Terminal Coles Creek

Aster
Family

Buckwheat

Mississippian

Figure 4. Class 2 Botanicals: Site 22WS500 Site Ubiquity
Class 3 Botanicals: Food/Medicine Plants
The table below, Table 10, presents data concerning 3,873 seeds from 11 plants
that have been identified as possessing both subsistence and medicinal qualities. To fit in
this category, the botanical must exhibit a primary use as a food with a secondary use as
medicine.
Table 10 Class 3 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Botanical
Amaranthus
Chenopodium

Common Name
Amaranth
Chenopod/ Cheno-am
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Count
1
434

Table 10 Continued
Cucurbita pepo
Diospyros virginiana
Helianthius sp.
Iva annua L., Iva xanthifolia
Morus sp.
Portulaca oleracea, Portulaca spp.
Rubus sp.

Squash
Persimmon
Sunflower
Sumpweed/ Giant Sumpweed
Mulberry cf.
Purslane
Blackberry/Dewberry, Bramble

33
509
33
204
1
680
95

Vitaceae/Vitis

Wild Grape

48

Zea Mays L.

Maize

1835

The following two charts demonstrate when and where Class 3 Botanicals were
used at the Winterville site. The first of the two, Figure 5, illustrates the use of botanicals
during the Terminal Coles Creek period and how that changed after the intensification of
maize took hold in or around A.D. 1250. The second of the two charts, Figure 6,
illustrates where botanicals were used over the 500 plus years this research analyzes. In
Figure 6, both amaranth and mulberry are pictured in order to show their presence in
Mississippian aged features.
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Class 3 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Taxon Frequency
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

Terminal Coles Creek

Mississippian

Figure 5. Class 3 Botanicals: Site 22WS500 Taxon Frequency
Neither amaranth nor mulberry are shown in Figure 6. Only one amaranth seed and one mulberry cf. seed was identified. Both were
recovered from Mississippian aged components. Interestingly, there is more maize present in features dating to before A.D. 1250
rather than after. This could be an issue related to seasonality or even possibly the size and density of the features excavated per time
period.

Class 3 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Site Ubiquity
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

100%

86%

100%
71%
43%

14%

14%

Terminal Coles Creek

29%

43%

29%

14%

Mississippian

Figure 6. Class 3 Botanicals: Site 22WS500 Site Ubiquity
As a note, there are nine features that were analyzed from the Winterville site for this project. Two features date to the Terminal Coles
Creek period and the additional seven date to the Mississippian period. This equates the 14% portrayed in the chart to one
Mississippian aged feature. Here, maize is present in all Terminal Coles Creek features, yet it is absent in at least one Mississippian
feature.
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Class 4 Botanicals: Ritual Plants
Class 4 Botanicals are identified as ritual plants. This class of botanicals have
little to no subsistence value and although they may possess some medicinal qualities,
they are best known for their role in various religious ceremonies, and ceremonial
gatherings. There have been 1848 seeds from three Class 4 botanicals identified at the
Winterville site. However, 1,765 of which are of the Clasping Coneflower identified by
Flosenzier (2010). All but eight of these were recovered from Feature 5, which dates to
the Lake George/Wasp Lake phases (A.D. 1450-1650), (Flosenzier 2010). The remaining
eight were recovered from Feature 113 during the Crippen Point phase (A.D. 1160-1220)
(Flosenzier 2010). Coneflower seeds are 20 times more abundant than the next highest
botanical present in this class, morning glory, which had 82 seeds recovered.
Morning glory seeds were recovered from two features excavated from Mound A,
Feature 55 and Feature 63 (Little and Johnson 2019). The majority, 80 seeds, were
recovered from Feature 63, which dates to the Crippen Point phase and Winterville phase
(A.D. 1160 -1261). The remaining two Morning glory seeds were recovered from Feature
55, which dates to A.D. 1328 – 1445, or the late Winterville phase and Early Lake
George phase.
Table 11 Class 4 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Botanical
Ipomoea
Nicotiana sp.
Rudbeckia sp.

Common Name
Morning Glory
Tobacco
Clasping Coneflower

Seed Count
82
1
1765

As presented in Table 11, there was only one tobacco seed identified from the
Winterville site. The tobacco seed was recovered from Feature 113, which as mentioned
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earlier, also produced eight of the coneflower seeds. Out of the nine features examined at
Winterville, only four have Class 4 botanicals included in their assemblages. All of
which have been at least mentioned in this section. Before moving on to discuss them
and the botanicals which make them significant, their taxon frequency and site ubiquity is
presented below in Figure 7 and 8.

Class 4 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Taxon Frequency
38.10%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%
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Mississippian

Figure 7. Class 4 Botanicals: Site 22WS500 Taxon Frequency
As displayed in Table 11 there were 82 morning glory seeds recovered from the Winterville site. Only two morning glory seeds were
recovered from a Mississippian aged feature, Feature 55. Coneflower is over 20 times more frequent in the Mississippian period than
any other ritual plant throughout the Winterville occupation.

Class 4 Botanicals: Site 22WS500
Site Ubiquity
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Figure 8. Class 4 Botanicals Site 22WS500 Site Ubiquity
Each of the Class 4 botanicals, or ritual plants were present during the Terminal Coles Creek period. Both tobacco and coneflower
were recovered from Feature 113 while morning glory was recovered from Feature 63.
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Ritual Plants Recovered from Winterville Features
Over the next few pages Features 5, 55, 63 and 113 are next examined closer to
determine if any trends involving ritual plants can be realized. The first feature discussed
is Feature 5. There were 3,699 medicinal and ritual plant seeds identified from this
feature including 1,757 seeds identified by Flosenzier (2010) as Clasping Coneflower and
1,037 inclusions identified as some portion of maize, (cupules, kernels, glumes, etc.).
The following pie chart (Figure 9) depicts all medicinal and ritual plants recovered from
Feature 5 of the Winterville Mounds Site.

Taxon Frequency of Feature 5
.11% Spurge
5.49% Sumpweed
47.50% Coneflower
.62% Knotweed/ Smartweed
.08% Pokeweed
.03%Amaranth
.43% Bramble berry
9.79% Chenopod
28.03% Maize
7.70% Persimmon
.08% Purslane
.14%Sunflower

Figure 9. Taxon Frequency of Feature 5
An interesting point demonstrated by this figure is how many more seeds are identified as coneflower (47.5%) verses that which is
identified as maize (28.03%).

Feature 5, which was excavated from near one of the minor mounds, Mound D,
has been interpreted to be the refuse of a ritual feasting event and has been dated to
approximately A.D. 1450 – 1650, or the Lake George through Wasp Lake Phases of the
Mississippian period. However, a maize sample returned a radiocarbon date coinciding
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with the Wasp Lake phase, which is near the end of Winterville’s reign or perhaps even
after (Kowalski et al. 2009). In addition to the radiocarbon dates of the maize, 1300
ceramic sherds dating to the same time were also recovered further supporting the
interpretation that this was a ritual event that took place later during the Wasp Lake phase
(Kowalski et al. 2009).
Included within the ceramic assemblage are complex bowls, bottles, and vessels
of sizes consistent with corporately hosted events rather than smaller vessels seen at
“potluck” style feasting events. Additionally, faunal remains recovered from the
assemblage supports this interpretation as it contains “primary butchering debris” and
“low degree of deer element fragmentation” (Kowalski et al. 2009:7), meaning the
provisions for meat acquisition was a local endeavor rather than long distance and it
could not have been interpreted as feasting debris. In regard to the faunal assemblage, a
red-tailed hawk, known to be a sacred bird to contemporary Native American tribes, was
also identified to be present within Feature 5 (Jackson personal communication 2019)
The unique botanical assemblage, along with the ceramic vessels and faunal remains,
demonstrates how “ritual feasting persisted as an important political strategy of the elite
residing at the site” (Kowalski et al. 2009). There is no way of knowing what type of
ritual was taking place during this feast; however, Claassen (2015) suggests that there are
numerous rites or reasons for feasting of this type, including events that ritualized both
“place making and place abandonment” (Claassen 2015:6). This will be discussed
further in Chapter 5.
Then next feature to discuss is Feature 55. Feature 55, a Mississippian aged
feature from Winterville, is very interesting as it does not have any maize, nor does it
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have a large quantity of “other” types of primarily subsistence plants in its assemblage.
This is very interesting as only 24 seeds total were identified or collected from Feature
55, which include 5 pitch, 12 cheno-am, 5 purslane, and 2 morning glory. Purslane is
known to be “used in winter for greens” (Moerman 1998:434), and morning glory is
known to “be roasted for food when pressed for hunger” (Moerman 1998:275) which is
likely also to take place during the winter. Additionally, all four of these plants possess
medicinal qualities that are all similar in function as they aid in stomach issues such as
gas and constipation, pain relief for pains occurring all over the body, dressings for burns
and poultices for boils, used as sedatives, and even to heal and prevent scarlet fever
(Moerman 1998).
Through further evaluation, it was discovered there are ritualistic and religious
uses for purslane in addition to morning glory. Purslane is known to be used as an
antidote or “cure for …bad medicine” (Moerman 1998:434) by the Iroquois, while
morning glory seeds, although toxic, possess a hallucinogenic property. Tribes from all
over the Americas have utilized the hallucinogenic properties of the morning glory for
ceremonial and religious practices for centuries (Witters 1975). The unique combination
of botanicals recovered from Feature 55 provides a very different understanding of how
this mound was used by its residents during the Winterville to Lake George phases (A.D.
1328 – A.D. 1445) of the site’s occupation.
The third of the four features that included ritual botanicals is Feature 63. Feature
63 was discussed in the first part of this chapter under “Class 1 Botanicals: Medicine
Plants”. Feature 63 is a pre-mound midden associated to Mound A that dates to the
Crippen Point phase or A.D. 1160-1261, that contained 80 morning glory seeds.
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Additionally, the assemblage recovered from Feature 63 also contained cocklebur,
purslane, squash, sunflower, wild grape, spurge, prickly sida, persimmon, nightshade,
maypop, knotweed, and a very small amount of maize. In fact, Feature 63 produced three
times as much morning glory seeds as it did maize. Here once again, by looking at the
botanical assemblage from a medicinal and ritual point of view, Mound A seems to
display characteristics of a possible medicine lodge or even a sweat lodge.
Finally, the fourth feature to contain ritual plant remains, or Class 4 botanical
remains, is Feature 113. Feature 113 is quite different than the other three features
discussed this far. For one, its size is far greater than any of the other features mentioned,
and secondly, it contains two types of Class 4 botanicals. Feature 113 has been
interpreted to belong to a 4 m. diameter borrow pit adjacent to Mound D, used for food
preparation and subsequent disposal consistent with a ceremonial or ritual feast. Had this
pit been used for storage, it would not have had to be so large. In addition to this feature
being recovered from a very large and deep pit (based on augering), and the unique
inclusions of both tobacco and clasping coneflower, it also dates to the early phase of
mound building. All of these characteristics together lead archaeologists to believe it may
have had something to do with the commencement of mound building. As mentioned
earlier, there are numerous reasons why feasts are conducted and there is no way of
knowing for certain what was actually being celebrated or honored.
So what does all of this actually imply? As previously mentioned, the botanical
inclusions recovered from Feature 55 and 63 leads one to interpret the function of Mound
A during this time period to be much more than just for feasting. Although in discussing
Feature 55, Little and Johnson (2019:93) states, that due to how small the sample was, it
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“may not be particularly representative of plant use in these contexts”, the fact of the
matter is that, this sample does present a unique assemblage of botanicals. Feature 55 is
one of only two samples from the Winterville site that does not contain any maize. (The
second is Feature 76, and as mentioned earlier, was not compared with other features in
this research as the inclusions date to over a century older than what their stratigraphic
placement should allow for). Without further examination, Feature 55 and 63 resembles
an area used for healing ailments, or a prehistoric medicine lodge.
Through the examination of various genera of artifacts recovered from Feature 5
and Feature 113, it has been determined that both are remnants of large feasting activities.
Feature 113 dates to the early mound building stages of the Winterville site, while
Feature 5 dates to near the end of the site’s occupation. As mentioned earlier in this
chapter, site making and site abandonment are two significantly ritualized activities of
aboriginal people (Claassen 2015, Gordillo 2014). Inclusions of botanicals along with
significant or rather sacred mammals, reptiles, and avians, such as the red-tailed hawk,
and specific ceramic types support the presumptions that these types of feasting areas are
indeed related to a ceremony of some type. As most everything in Native American
culture revolves around religious beliefs and what some would call superstition, even the
inclusions of hallucinogens in the assemblage contribute to an interpretation that the area
was utilized in performing medical treatments and possibly religious ceremony.

Inter-Regional Ubiquity Data.
The inter-regional ubiquity data presents the results of the ubiquity testing of 73
sites across the American Bottoms, the Yazoo Basin, the Tensas Basin/Natchez Bluffs
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area, and the west central Alabama region. The information demonstrates the change in
botanical use over approximately 500 years, spanning the Late Woodland through the
Mississippian period (A.D. 1000 – 1550). In addition to the general regional comparison,
a separate analysis focusing on four ceremonial complexes, one from each subarea, is
also presented. The sites used for this analysis include Cahokia, Winterville, Feltus, and
Moundville. As the project moves forward, the time period dating from A.D. 1000 to
A.D. 1250 will be referred to as the Late Woodland period, as it is a more general
interregional label. Additionally, it should be noted that taxon frequency is not figured
for the following site data; only site ubiquity is configured and reported.
Inter-Regional Use of Class 1 Botanicals
Table 12 (below) demonstrates the ubiquity of Class 1 botanicals found across the
Southeast region from 73 sites. The first column presents the ubiquity for each plant
during the Late Woodland period (A.D. 1000-A.D. 1250), and the second column
presents the ubiquity for each plant during the Mississippian period (A.D. 1250 -A.D.
1500). The third column is the ubiquity of each botanical found across all 73 sites
through both time periods. As a note for the reader, although this project only examines
73 sites, 40 of the sites have a Late Woodland period component and 48 sites have
Mississippian period components. What this means is that in order to configure Late
Woodland period ubiquity, the total number of sites with a botanical presence from the
Late Woodland period was divided by 40 rather than 73. This same calculation was
conducted for the Mississippian period site ubiquity. Rather than the total number of
Mississippian sites with a botanical inclusion being divided by 73, it was divided by 48.
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Table 12 Class 1Botanicals
Botanical

Late
Woodland
Period
0%

Mississippian
Period

Southeastern
Ubiquity

2.08%

1.37%

Ampelopsis cordata

2.50%

0%

1.37%

Centaurea sp.

5.00%

2.08%

4.11%

Desmodium sp

5.00%

6.25%

6.85%

Elliotta pyroliflorus

2.50%

2.08%

2.74%

Euphorbia

30.00%

43.00%

42.47%

0%

2.08%

1.37%

Galium aparine L.,
Galium sp.

30.00%

22.92%

28.77%

Geraniaceae
Hypericum ascyron L.

5.00%
2.50%

2.08%
2.08%

4.11%
2.74%

Ilex sp.

2.50%

4.17%

4.11%

Lathyrus sp./ Vicia sp.

7.50%

10.42%

12.33%

Lespedeza sp

5.00%

6.25%

6.85%

Magnolia grandiflora

2.50%

0%

1.37%

Malvaceae

10.00%

8.33%

10.96%

Panicum sp
Pinus rigida
Plantago sp.
Polygonatum
Ranunculus sp.
Rumex sp.
Silene sp

30.00%
2.50%
0%
0%
2.5%
0%
5.00%

12.50%
2.08%
2.08%
2.08%
0%
2.08%
2.08%

21.92%
1.37%
1.37%
1.37%
1.37%
1.37%
4.11%

Sisyrinchium sp.
Verbascum
Verbena sp
Viola
Xanthum sp.

2.50%
0%
10.00%
2.50%
2.5%

2.08%
2.08%
6.25%
4.17%
2.08%

2.74%
1.37%
9.59%
4.11%
1.37%

Ambrosia artemisiifolia

Galactie spp
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The following figure, Figure 10, illustrates how many Late Woodland sites each
Class 1 botanical was recovered from across the Southeast region. Each colored line
represents one of the four subregions, with the number of sites listed along the horizontal
axis of the chart. There are 27 botanicals represented during the Late Woodland period.

Class 1 Botanicals

Class 1 Botanicals: Southeast Ubiquity
A.D. 1000-1250
Xanthum sp.
Malvaceae
Ampbrosia artemisiifolia
Elliotta pyroliflorus
Ampelopsis Cordata
Pinus rigida
Magnolia grandiflora
Lathyrus sp./ Vicia sp.
Ilex sp.
Centaurea sp.
Viola
Verbena sp
Verbascum
Sisyrinchium sp
Silene sp
Rumex sp
Ranunculus sp
Polygonatum
Plantago sp
Panicum sp
Lespedeza sp
Hypericum ascyron L.
Geraniaceae
Galium aparine L., Galium sp.
Galactie spp
Euphorbia
Desmodum sp
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Number of Sites With Botanicals
Tensas Basin/Natchez Bluffs

West Central Alabama

Yazoo Basin

American Bottoms

Figure 10. Inter-Regional Use of Class 1 Botanicals: Late Woodland Period
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The following figure, Figure 11, illustrates how many sites each Class 1 botanical
was recovered from across the Southeast region dating to the Mississippian period. Each
colored line represents one of the four subregions, with the number of sites listed along
the horizontal axis of the chart Out of 27 medicine plants, or Class 1 Botanicals, 18 are
represented through both the Late Woodland period and Mississippian periods of time.

Class 1 botanicals

Class 1 Botanicals: Southeast Ubiquity
A.D. 1250-1550
Malvaceae
Ampbrosia artemisiifolia
Elliotta pyroliflorus
Pinus rigida
Lathyrus sp./ Vicia sp.
Ilex sp.
Centaurea sp.
Viola
Verbena sp
Verbascum
Sisyrinchium sp
Silene sp
Rumex sp
Polygonatum
Plantago sp
Panicum sp
Lespedeza sp
Hypericum ascyron L.
Geraniaceae
Galium aparine L.,…
Galactie spp
Euphorbia
Desmodum sp
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Figure 11. Inter-Regional Use of Class 1 Botanicals: Mississippian
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Inter-Regional Use of Class 2 Botanicals
The following table, Table 13, is a list of 15 plants that identify as Class 2
botanicals. Each are found in both the Late Woodland and Mississippian periods. Table
14 and 15 presents Class 2 botanicals that are only present in the Late Woodland or
Mississippian periods.
Table 13 Class 2 Botanicals Ubiquitous Through Time
Medicine/Food
Plants
Asclepias sp
Carex

Late Woodland
Period
2.50%
5.00%

Mississippian
Period
2.08%
4.17%

Southeastern
Ubiquity
3%
5%

Celtis occidentalis

2.50%

2.08%

3%

Gleditsaia
triacanthos
Lactuca

10.00%
2.50%

2.08%
4.17%

7%
4%

Mentha sp
Oxalis sp

10.00%
5.00%

10.42%
10.42%

12%
10%

Passiflora incamata
Phytolacca
Americana
Polygonum
Rhus sp
Sabal minor,Sabal
palmetto

20.00%

18.75%

22%

22.50%
35.00%
32.50%

20.83%
10.42%
18.75%

25%
23%
29%

20.00%

4.17%

14%

Sambucus canadensis
Solanaceae, Solanum
nigrum

12.50%

6.25%

11%

50.00%

37.50%

48%

Viburnum sp

12.50%

2.08%

8%

15 out of 26 Class 2 Botanicals are represented through the Late Woodland period and Mississippian period.
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The following two tables present botanicals only present during the Late
Woodland period or the Mississippian period.
Table 14 Late Woodland Class 2 Botanicals

Botanical

Late Woodland
Period

Southeast
Ubiquity

Lepidum sp

5.00%

3%

Liquidambar styraciflua

2.50%

1%

Malva

2.50%

1%

Nuphur lutea

5.00%

3%

Scirpus americanus

2.50%

1%

Table 15 Mississippian Class 2 Botanicals

Botanical
Brassica
Eriogonum
Gymnocladus dioicus
Juglans cinereal
Oenothera biennis
Salvia

Mississippian
Period

Southeast
Ubiquity

2.08%
2.08%
2.08%
2.08%
2.08%
2.08%

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

The following two figures, Figure12 and 13, illustrates how many sites each
botanical from Class2 was recovered from. Figure 12 demonstrates this for the Late
Woodland period (A.D. 1000-A.D. 1250), and Figure 13 demonstrates this for the
Mississippian period (A.D. 1250 – A.D. 1500).
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Class 2 Botanicals: Southeast Ubiquity
A.D. 1000 -1250
Celtis occidentalis
Lepidum sp
Liquidambar styraciflua
Carex
Scirpus americanus
Nuphur lutea
Malva
Mentha sp
Sabal minor,Sabal palmetto
Gleditsaia triacanthos
Viburnum sp
Solanaceae, Solanum nigrum
Sambucus canadensis
Rhus sp
Polygonum
Phytolacca americana
Passiflora incamata
Oaxilis sp
Lactuca
Asclepias sp
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West Central Alabama

Tensas Basin/ Natchez Bluffs

Yazoo Basin

American Bottoms

Figure 12. Inter-regional Use of Class 2 Botanicals: Late Woodland Period
Black nightshade is found most predominately in the American Bottoms, the Tensas Basin/Natchez Bluffs region, and the Yazoo
Basin.
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Class 2 Botanicals: Southeast Ubiquity
A.D. 1250 -1550
Celtis occidentalis
Juglans cinerea
Eriogonum
Salvia
Carex
Oenothera biennis
Mentha sp
Sabal minor,Sabal palmetto
Gleditsaia triacanthos
Viburnum sp
Solanaceae, Solanum nigrum
Sambucus canadensis
Rudbeckia sp
Rhus sp
Polygonum
Phytolacca americana
Passiflora incamata
Oaxilis sp
Lactuca
Gymnocladus dioicus
Brassica
Asclepias sp
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West Central Alabama

Tensas Basin/ Natchez Bluffs

Yazoo Basin

American Bottoms

Figure 13. Inter-regional Use of Class 2 Botanicals: Mississippian

Inter-Regional Use of Class 3 Botanicals
There is a total of 17 botanicals classified as a Class 3 Botanical, or as a
Food/Medicine Plant. Fourteen of these plants are represented through both the Late
Woodland period and the Mississippian period. The only two botanicals not recovered
from one of this project’s Late Woodland sites were strawberries and mulberries. The
following table, Table 16, demonstrates the ubiquity of Class 3 botanicals during the Late
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Woodland and Mississippian periods. Additionally, column three displays the botanical’s
representation across both time periods throughout the Southeast.
Table 16 Class 3 Botanicals: Food/Medicine Plants
Late
Woodland
Period

Mississippian
Period

Southeastern
Ubiquity

25%
35%
18%
3%
28%
53%

13%
15%
8%
2%
10%
56%

22%
26%
15%
3%
21%
55%

0%
20%

2%
15%

25%

23%

1%
16%
22%

Morus sp
Physalis sp

0%
3%

2%
2%

1%
3%

Portulaca oleracea,
Portulaca spp.
Prunus sp
Rubus sp
Vaccinium sp.
Vitaceae/ Vitis
Zea mays L.

55%
23%
30%
3%
55%
65%

40%
13%
19%
8%
44%
75%

52%
21%
27%
7%
51%
73%

Food/Medicine Plants
Amaranthus
Chenopodium
Cheno-Am
Crataegus
Cucurbita pepo
Diospyros virginiana
Fragaria vesca spp.
Americana
Helianthus sp
Iva annua L., Iva xanthifolia

The following two figures, Figure 14 and Figure 15, illustrate how many sites
each botanical from Class 3 was recovered from. Figure 14 demonstrates this for the
Late Woodland period and Figure 15 demonstrates this for the Mississippian period.
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No. of Sites

Class 3 Botanicals: Plant Use Throughout the
Southeast
A.D. 1000-1250
10
8
6
4
2
0

Food/Medicine Plants
American Bottoms

Yazoo Basin

West Central Alabama

Tensas Basin/Natchez Bluff

Figure 14. Class 3 Botanicals: Late Woodland Plant Use Throughout the Southeast

No. of Sites

Class 3 Botanicals: Plant Use Throughout the
Southeast
A.D. 1250 - 1550
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West Central Alabama

Tensas Basin /Natchez Bluff

Figure 15. Class 3 Botanicals: Mississippian Plant Use Throughout the Southeast
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Inter-Regional Use of Class 4 Botanicals
Class 4 botanicals are identified as having little to no subsistence value and also
has limited to no medicinal properties. Each of the six botanicals listed below in Table
17 are known cultigens used by Native American tribes for ceremonial and religious
purposes. Most of these botanicals are all still in use by traditional practitioners today.
Table 17 illustrates how many sites each botanical was recovered from. As seen in
earlier tables, the first column displays the percentage of Late Woodland components and
the second column displays the percentage of Mississippian components the botanicals
were recovered from. The third column displays the percent of all 73 sites from which
each botanical was recovered.
Table 17 Class 4 Botanicals: Ritual Plant Ubiquity Across Time
Ritual Plants

Late Woodland
Period

Mississippian
Period

Southeast
Ubiquity

Datura sp
Juniperus sp.
Ilex cf. vomitoria

0%
20%
0%

4%
29%
2%

3%
27%
1%

Ipomoea
Lagenaria siceraria

25%
5%

23%
0%

27%
3%

Nicotiana sp
Rudbeckia sp.

23%
5%

17%
8%

21%
7%

The following two figures, Figure 16 and Figure 17, illustrate how many sites
each botanical from Class 4 was recovered from. Figure 16 demonstrates this for the
Late Woodland and Figure 17 demonstrates this for the Mississippian period.
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Class 4 Botanicals: Inter-regional Use
A.D. 1000-1250
9
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5
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3
2
1
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8
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2
1

0

0

0

Juniper

Morning Glory

American Bottoms

1
0 0

0 0 0

Tobacco

Yazoo Basin

Yaupon Holly

West Central Alabama

Tensas Basin/ Natchez Bluffs

Figure 16. Class 4 Botanicals: Inter-regional Use, A.D. 1000 – 1250
Jimson weed is not present during the Late Woodland period

Class 4 Botanicals: Inter-regional use
A.D. 1250 -1550
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1
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Figure 17. Class 4 Botanicals: Inter-regional Use, A.D. 1250-1550
Jimson weed is only found in the American Bottoms during the Mississippian period and Yaupon holly was only found in west-central
Alabama.
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Throughout the Southeast region, a change occurs in how Class 1 and Class 2
botanicals are used as time progresses from the Late Woodland period to the
Mississippian period. The most noticeable changes occur throughout the Class 2
botanical group as only Lactuca, Mentha sp., and Oxalis sp. increase in their use, of
which Oxalis sp. is the only botanical that increases over 2%. Oxalis sp. is used as a wash
for cancer treatment, overall pain, sore eyes, hookworms, and rheumatism. All other
Class 2 botanicals decrease in their use over the 500-year span. Interestingly, two of the
Class 2 botanicals that decrease in use, Polygonum (smartweed) and Gleditsaia
triacanthos (honey locust), are specifically mentioned by Moerman (1998:424) to be two
ingredients which are combined for treating whooping cough. This could represent a
decline in an outdated recipe which was likely replaced by another botanical that served
the same purpose.
With this being said, the Class 1 botanical Euphorbia, also known as spurge,
increases in use by 13% across the Southeast region from the Late Woodland period to
the Mississippian period. Spurge in its various forms provides relief or aid to an entire
suite of ailments. Not only is spurge utilized as an expectorant (possibly helping aid in
the relief of whooping cough), but it is also used for treatment of cancer, sores and boils,
rheumatism, pinworms, toothache, urinary diseases, stomach aches, and gonorrhea
(Moerman 1998). Spurge is even known for protection against witchcraft medicine and
even as a good luck charm for betting by the Navajo (Moerman 1998). Additionally,
Galium, also known as bedstraw, decreases by 8% over this same period of time.
Bedstraw, by the way, is known for aiding in nearly every ailment spurge helps with.
This is surely not a coincidence.
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Furthermore, in examining the uses of the remaining Class 1 and Class 2
botanicals, for nearly every botanical that ceases to be used during the Mississippian
period, there is a new plant (with healing properties for the same or similar ailments) that
surfaces. This change in botanical use may be attributed to seasonality or even perhaps
sampling bias. However, it is more likely that these transitions taking place is reflective
of the changing environment and ecosystems surrounding sites and their evolution into
complex occupational and ceremonial sites. Many of the botanicals that increase in use
during the Mississippian period are known to grow in fields and along riverbanks. This
could be a potential indicator of when the increase in agriculture at individual sites began
rather than seasonality.
Botanical Use at Ceremonial Complexes
To get a better look at what is taking place at ceremonial complexes across the
Southeast, four ceremonial complexes, one from each subarea, have been examined
alongside one another. These include the Cahokia/ ICT- II Site, located in the American
Bottoms; the Winterville Mounds Site, located in the Yazoo Basin; the Moundville Site,
located in west-central Alabama; and the Feltus Site, located in the Tensas Basin/Natchez
Bluffs subregion. A table demonstrating the occurrence of each botanical in the four
ceremonial complexes is found in Appendix B.
The following tables (Table 18 -21) presents the percent of sites that each
botanical has been recovered from. Both the Southeast Ubiquity and the Ceremonial
Complex Ubiquity are presented for comparison.
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Table 18 Class 1 Botanicals Ubiquity Percentage at Four Ceremonial Complexes
Southeast
Ubiquity

Ceremonial Complex
Ubiquity

Ampelopsis cordata

1%

25%

Ampbrosia artemisiifolia
Centaurea sp.

1%
4%

0%
25%

Desmodum sp

7%

100%

Elliotta pyroliflorus

3%

25%

Euphorbia

42%

0%

Galactie spp
Galium aparine L.,
Galium sp.

1%

75%

29%

0%

Geraniaceae

4%

25%

Hypericum ascyron L.
Ilex sp.
Lathyrus sp./ Vicia sp.

3%
4%
12%

50%
25%
50%

Lespedeza sp
Magnolia grandiflora
Malvaceae
Panicum sp

7%
1%
11%
11%

0%
0%
25%
0%

Pinus rigida
Plantago sp

1%
1%

25%
0%

Polygonatum
Ranunculus sp

1%
1%

0%
25%

Rumex sp
Silene sp
Sisyrinchium sp

1%
4%
3%

0%
25%
0%

Verbascum
Verbena sp

1%
10%

25%
25%

Viola
Xanthum sp.

4%
1%

25%
25%

Medicine Plants

Of 28 plants, six botanicals identified as medicine plants were not found at any of the four ceremonial complexes. These include
Ampbrosia artemisiifolia, Galium sp., Plantago sp., Polygonatum, Rumex sp., and Sisyrinchium sp. In contrast to this, Desmodium is
present at all four ceremonial complexes and Galactie spp. is present at 3 of the four.
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Table 19 Class 2 Botanicals Ubiquity Percentage at Four Ceremonial Complexes
Southeast
Ubiquity

Ceremonial Complex
Ubiquity

Asclepias sp
Brassica
Carex

3%
1%
5%

25%
25%
0%

Celtis occidentalis
Eriogonum

3%
1%

25%
25%

Gleditsaia triacanthos

7%

0%

Gymnocladus dioicus
Juglans cinereal
Lactuca
Lepidum sp
Liquidambar styraciflua
Mentha sp
Nuphur lutea
Oaxilis sp

1%
1%
4%
3%
1%
12%
3%
10%

0%
0%
25%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Oenothera biennis
Passiflora incamata

1%
22%

25%
75%

Phytolacca Americana
Polygonum
Rhus sp
Sabal minor,Sabal palmetto

25%
23%
29%
14%

100%
50%
75%
25%

Salvia
Sambucus canadensis

1%
11%

0%
75%

Scirpus americanus

1%

0%

Solanaceae, Solanum nigrum
Viburnum sp

48%
8%

75%
0%

Medicinal/Food Plants

There are five Class 2 botanicals that are found in 75 -100 % of the Ceremonial Complexes at some point during the Late Woodland
or Mississippian period. Of these five, only Solanum nigrum, or night shade, is present in almost half of the sites across the Southeast
region as well. There are 12 Class 2 botanicals that are not present at any of the four Ceremonial Complexes; however they are
identified to be present at other sites across the Southeast region.
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Table 20 Class 3 Botanicals Ubiquity Percentage at Four Ceremonial Complexes
Southeast
Ubiquity
22%
26%
15%
3%

Ceremonial Complex
Ubiquity
50%
50%
50%
0%

Cucurbita pepo
Diospyros virginiana
Fragaria vesca spp. Americana
Helianthus sp
Iva annua L., Iva xanthifolia
Morus sp

21%
55%
1%
16%
22%
1%

50%
75%
25%
50%
50%
25%

Rubus sp

27%

100%

Physalis sp
Portulaca oleracea, Portulaca spp.
Prunus sp
Vaccinium sp.
Vitaceae/ Vitis
Zea mays L.

3%
52%
21%
7%
51%
60%

0%
100%
75%
25%
100%
75%

Food/Medicine Plants
Amaranthus
Chenopodium
Cheo-Am
Crataegus

There are two Class 3 botanicals that are not represented at any of the Ceremonial Complex; Crataegus, also known as hawthorn or
mayhaw, and Physalis sp., or ground cherry. On the other hand, there are three Class 3 botanicals that are represented at all four of the
Ceremonial Complexes. These are Vitis,(wild grape), Portulaca spp, (purslane), and Rubus sp (blackberry, dewberry, bramble).

Table 21 Class 4 Botanicals Ubiquity Percentage at Four Ceremonial Complexes

Ritual Plants
Datura sp
Ipomoea
Ilex cf. vomitoria
Juniperussp.
Lagenaria siceraria
Nicotiana sp
Rudbeckia sp

Southeast
Ubiquity
3%
27%
1%
27%
4%
21%
7%

Ceremonial Complex
Ubiquity
25%
75%
25%
50%
25%
50%
25%

Ipomoea, or morning glory is found in three of the four ceremonial complexes and 27%, or 20 of the 73 sites across the Southeast
region.
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Out of the 75 plants that make up the four classes of botanicals studied for this
project, only five are found in all four of the ceremonial complexes that were chosen to
look at further. These botanicals include Desmodium, (tick trefoil, beggar’s lice),
Portulacca spp. (purslane), Rubus sp. (black berry, bramble berry), Vitis sp. (wild grape),
and Phytolaca americana (pokeweed). It is interesting that Portulaca spp. is located in
all four ceremonial complexes, as purslane was also recovered from all four features that
contained ritual plant remains at the Winterville site. In the interest of answering the
questions posed at the end of Chapter 1 concerning the project’s objectives, a chi square
statistical test was conducted. The following section discusses this test in more detail.
Chi square Test of Four Features from the Winterville Site
While reviewing the data associated with the nine features from the Winterville
site, the Class 3 botanical purslane seemed to be present in all of the features with
botanical assemblages that resembled medicine lodges or sweat lodges. In the interest of
determining if this realization was in fact a significant inclusion, a statistical test was
conducted utilizing data from Feature 5, Feature 113, Feature 48, and Pin 2.04. Feature 5
and Feature 113 were selected for the test simply because of the large quantities of maize
each contained, and because of their previous interpretation as feasting sites. Feature 48
and Pin 2.04 were selected due to the large quantities of purslane included within their
assemblages. Finally, the Class 3 botanical of persimmon was identified as a botanical
that creates no significant difference in its inclusion, thereby creating a base line or norm
to compare the subsequent tests with.
A significance test was conducted utilizing maize, purslane, and persimmon to
determine if the chi square test could indeed determine if any trends existed amongst the
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features. It was determined that features with inclusions of maize and persimmon held no
significant difference. However, features that had inclusions of purslane did produce a
significant difference. Based on implementing a chi square statistical test on maize and
purslane, a chi square score of 2647.15, with a P value of <.01, df=12 was returned.
Based on these tests, it was determined that features with inclusions of persimmon and
maize were indeed feasting sites. When purslane was introduced into these features, the
pattern was different, therefore supporting the inference that something different is taking
place. Although features with purslane can not be completely ruled out as being feasting
contexts, it is very likely that something more is taking place. With this conclusion, it is
the author’s belief that purslane may play a significant role in interpreting site function,
or at the very least, help in the identification of possible medicine lodges at Southeastern
sites.

Ethnobotanical Information
The following table provides ethnobotanical information for 13 of the plants this
research covers. Each botanical listed in the table has been identified to have a ubiquity
of 50% or higher across all four subregions, or it has a ubiquity percentage of 75% or
higher from the four Ceremonial Complexes. Three of the botanicals, Diospyros
virginiana, Portulaca spp., and Vitis, have both. These three plants are all Class 3
Botanicals and therefore have more opportunity to be utilized during feasting events.
Additionally, each of these botanicals have a harvesting season which coincides with the
harvesting of maize, contemporary with the months between June and October, and the
traditional Green Corn Ceremonies which take place in and around the month of August.
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The ethnobotanical information found below has all been reported by Daniel E.
Moerman (1998). Each botanical is referenced with its common name, tribes which
utilized the botanical, known uses, and the botanical class. Each plant is also included in
Appendix A.
Table 22 Ethnobotanical Information
Botanical

Class Ethnobotanical Information

Desmodium sp.

1

Galactia volubilis
(L.)

1

Passiflora incamata

Phytolacca
Americana

2

2

Known as ticktrefol or beggar’s lice, from the flowering
plant family Fabaceae/ known by the Alabama tribe to
treat colds, inhibits vomiting to treat bad lung troubles.
(Moerman 1998:199)
Known as Downy Milk pea and is from the flowering
plant family of Fabaceae. The roots are used by the
Seminole for illnesses associated with "baby sickness
caused by adultery". The symptoms include appetite
loss, fever, headache, and diarrhea. Also used as a
reproductive aid: "an infusion of the roots taken and
rubbed on the body for protracted labor" (Moerman
1998:241)
Known as Purple Passionflower of the Passifloracea
family. Cherokee use an "infusion of root for boils and
to "draw out inflammation" of brier and locust wounds".
Also used to aid in weening babies and earaches. Houma
tribe utilizes the roots in their blood tonic for Blood
Medicine. A secondary use by the Cherokee includes all
portions being used for various beverages and foods.
(Moerman 1998:379)
Known as American Pokeweed from the Phytolaccaceae
family. Several tribes including the Cherokee, Delaware,
Iroquois, and Mohegan use all parts of the plant in
treating various symptoms. An infusion of berries is
used for rheumatism and lumps on the skin. Other uses
include cooking the greens for a "Blood medicine" to
make the blood stronger. The plant also has ritualistic
properties in that it is an ingredient for "witchcraft
medicine" and "love medicine". Additionally, the plant
is used for beverages and ingredients in recipes
(Moerman 1998:397)
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Table 22 Continued

Rhus sp

Sambucus
canadensis

2

Known as Sumac or Fragrant Sumac, this botanical is
from the Anacardiaceae family. There are several
species of sumac with medicinal properties and used by
tribes such as the Natchez, Ojibwa, Lakota, Delaware,
Cherokee, Omaha, Kiowa, and Chippewa, to just name a
few. The plant roots are used for "irregular menses" and
"worms that cause convulsions". Other plant parts are
used for colds, cough medicine, intestinal pains,
whooping cough, and much more. (Moerman
1998:471)

2

Also known as elderberry which is from the
Caprifoliaceae family. Tribes such as the Cherokee,
Choctaw, Natchez, Creek, Houma, and many others use
various portions of the plant for ailments pertaining to
rheumatism, constipation, boils, headaches, and even
ceremonially by the Seminole. (Moerman 1998:511)

Solanaceae,
Solanum nigrum

2

Diospyros
virginiana

3

Portulaca oleracea,
Portulaca spp.

3

Known as Nightshade or Black Nightshade, belonging
to the Solanaceae family. Black Nightshade is used by
the Cherokee, Delaware, Houma, and Iroquois for things
such as worms, scarlet fever, toothaches, and to wash
out sore eyes. Interestingly, it is also used as a
Psychological aid in that it helps "relieve loneliness
because of death in the family" and used by the Ojibwe
as a ceremonial medicine. (Moerman 1998:535)
Known as persimmon; a fruit from the Ebenaceae
family. Its primary use for food; however, the
medicinal uses are numerous. The Cherokee use the
plant to treat bloody discharge from bowels, sore
throats, heartburn, and toothaches. The Rappahannock
roll the fruit in cornmeal, "brew it in water, drain, bake,
and mix with hot water to make a beer". (Moerman
1998:201)
Known as purslane, hogweed or pigweed from the
Portulacaceae family. It is used by tribes such as the
Cherokee for worms and earaches, and the Iroquois for
burns. The Iroquois also use the plant to combat bad
medicine. (Moerman 1998:434)
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Table 22 Continued

Prunus sp

Rubus sp

3

3

Vitaceae/ Vitis
3

Zea Mays (L.)

3

Known as the chokecherry and a member of the
Rosaceae family. There are various species with many
medicinal properties as well as nutritional value. Tribes
such as the Koasati use the inner bark for dyspepsia.
The Chippewa use the plant for ulcers and for a
gynecological aid to heal "broken breasts". (Moerman
1998:444)
Known as raspberry from the Rosaceae family. There
are several species of berries that also come from this
family. However, the raspberry is used for bronchial
troubles, troubles with women's wombs, body sores,
diarrhea, and to purify or strengthen blood. Tribes such
as the Choctaw, Cherokee, Carrier, Algonquin, Klallam,
Malecite, and Rappahannock tribes are all known use
the plants for these purposes. (Moerman 1998:492)
There are several species of grapes which provide
medicine. Tribes such as the Cherokee, Seminole,
Apache, Pomo, Pawnee, Omaha, and Shinnecock, (just
to name a few) use wild grapes for headaches,
stomachaches, thin hair, and pulmonary troubles. It is
used by the Seminole as a ceremonial medicine that is
"added to food after a recent death" (Moerman
1998:598)
Maize comes from the Poaceae family and is most
commonly known for its role in subsistence systems.
The Cherokee utilize the smut from maize as a salve or
dermatological aid, as a kidney aid for “gravel”, and a
pulmonary aid for “long wind”. The Mohegan utilize
“dried cobs … as a wash for poison ivy”. Although not
a tribe aboriginally from the Southeast, the Keres eat the
pollen “for almost any kind of medicine”. Tewa use blue
cornmeal for “palpitations and pains”. They use “warm
ears” for swollen glands in the neck and have additional
uses for a variety of types of maize such as “heart
sickness”, and “menstruating women”. Maize is used by
the Navajo as a ceremonial medicine for sore throats
and used as an ingredient to the “Night Chant Medicine”
(Moerman 1998:610)
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Table 22 Continued

Ipomoea

4

Morning glory comes from the Convolvulaceae family.
Found in many ceremonial areas. Used by the Houma as
"Heart Medicine" and as a "snakebite remedy". The
Iroquois use it for abdominal pains, a "blood medicine",
and "all kinds of diseases". The Cherokee use it for
rheumatism and as a cough medicine. Also used as a
"starvation food" by the Cheyenne and Kiowa.

See Appendix A for a complete ethnobotanical table.

An enormous amount of information has been presented in this chapter. The
following chapter, Chapter V: Discussion, utilizes the information from this chapter to
assess the broader trends occurring throughout the Southeastern United States during the
Mississippian period.
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CHAPTER V DISCUSSION
The Mississippianization of the Southeast region of the United States has been
studied by countless scholars, particularly, the intensification of maize agriculture and the
changes to subsistence systems following the Late Woodland Period. While there has
been much research regarding the economic requirements of this shift in subsistence
strategies from a hunter-gatherer-forager society to a primarily agrarian way of life, only
limited amounts of information have been reported concerning the possible medicinal and
ritualistic uses of botanicals. Before this project, little to no research concerning the
possible ceremonial and medicinal practices of the prehistoric inhabitants of the Yazoo
Basin, and more specifically the Winterville Mounds site (22WS500), had been
conducted. Only the work of Kandace D. Hollenbach, Jessie L. Johanson, and Stephanie
N. Hacker, with Tennessee Valley Archaeological Research, discussing the Bee Lake
(22HO512) and Parker Bayou II (22HO626) sites have even made mention of an
assemblages inclusions being “suggestive of use of plants beyond economic purposes”.
(Hollenbach et al. 2019:294). Additionally, other than the dissertation of Michelle
Williams (2000), no other projects concerning the prehistoric medicinal and ritualistic use
of botanicals across the Southeast are available.
With that being said, there have been numerous studies conducted focusing on
prehistoric health, disease, and ceremonialism from other subfields of archaeology and
anthropology; just not from a botanical perspective. For this reason, this project is
important. This project furthers archaeobotanical research by providing an additional line
of data to utilize while attempting to better understand a site’s overall social complexities.
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Project Objectives
The medicinal and ceremonial use of botanicals has been given very little
attention until recent years. Therefore, in an attempt to help remedy this, the
archaeobotanical remains recovered from the Winterville site and 72 additional
Southeastern sites have been assigned to a botanical class (see Chapter 3 for further
consideration). Over the next few pages, the information collected and reported in
Chapter 4 is used to assess the trends associated with the changes taking place across the
Southeast over the 500 years this project covers. The first issue to address is whether
there is evidence pointing to a link between the spread of agriculture and the spread of
ceremonial and medicinal plants.
As discussed briefly in Chapter 4, there are several Class 1 botanicals that show
an increase in use from the Late Woodland to the Mississippian periods. Williams
explains, “Medicinal plants do not appear to be randomly selected from the natural world
by traditional healers” (1998:23); thereby, following this line of thought, one could argue
that an increase in Class 1 botanical inclusions is intentional and in response to an
increase of disease that coincided with the intensification of agriculture (Williams 1998).
The ever-increasing need for novel approaches to healing, or rather treating, the influx of
new sicknesses must have motivated traditional healers to search out new approaches and
new medicines. Although the increase in sickness and disease as a result of agriculture
does not establish a direct link between the spread of agriculture and the spread of
medicinal and ceremonial plants, it does support an indirect connection between the two.
An argument focusing on establishing a connection between the intensification
of agriculture and Class 2 botanicals is also indirect. As a reminder, Class 2 botanicals
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are identified as a plant that possesses both medicinal properties and nutritional value.
Botanicals identified as belonging to this class likely produce an edible fruit while its
roots, stems, or leaves provide some type of medicine. Rarely do the same portion of a
plant serve both functions. In fact, consuming the medicinal portions of some botanicals
could prove to be fatal. With this being said, with the intensification of agriculture, the
necessity to rely upon these less common food sources diminishes. This is exactly what is
reported in Chapter 4 concerning Class 2 botanicals. All but a handful of the identified
Class 2 botanicals decline in use or in their representation at sites across the Southeast.
Again, a direct link is not established between the spread of agriculture and the spread of
ceremonial and medicinal plants; however, they are indirectly associated.
Similarly, the Class 3 botanicals behave in the same manner as the Class 2
botanicals. Class 3 botanicals are identified as having a primary function of providing
nutritional value, with a secondary function as medicine. These plants consist of
domesticated cultigens of the Eastern Agricultural Complex (EAC), as well as weedy
plants and even wild cultigens that grow freely throughout the valleys and forests. The
decline in use of Class 3 botanicals can be argued to be directly related to the spread of
agriculture. The decline in wild cultigens is at least in part due to the increasing need for
agricultural lands. The need to clear land and the subsequent time required for preparing,
sowing, and harvesting the foods made available through agriculture would certainly
impact the available space for growth and available time for collecting wild cultigens.
Interestingly, only five of the identified Class 3 botanicals increase in use over
time. Persimmon, strawberry, huckleberry, mulberry, and maize all increase in use from
the Late Woodland to the Mississippian. Of the fruit or berries only persimmon and
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huckleberry were present at the sites used in this research during the Late Woodland
period. Even so, with the exception of maize and huckleberry, each of the other three
botanicals only increased by 2 -3% in use, or rather strawberry was identified at one site
in the American Bottoms and mulberry was identified at one site in the Yazoo Basin
during the Mississippian period. Persimmon only increased by 3% over time identified in
six more Mississippian components than Late Woodland, which resembles more of
persistent pattern of growth rather than indicating significance. Additionally, huckleberry
increased in use by 5%. This maintenance of use exhibited by the persimmon and
huckleberry should not be surprising as dried persimmon and huckleberries would have
definitely served as sweet treats for prehistoric peoples.
A final comment concerning Class 3 botanicals must be made concerning maize
(Zea mays L.). Maize increases in use across the Southeast region from 65% in the Late
Woodland Period to 75 % in the Mississippian Period. This data is consistent with what
has been shown to take place by numerous other research models. Even so, a closer look
at the individual subregions was conducted to get a better understanding of how
agriculture spreads across the region. Site ubiquity of maize was configured for each the
individual subregions. It should be noted that maize maintained an overall presence at
73%, or 53 sites of the 73 Southeastern sites studied. The results of the site ubiquity
calculations for the individual subregions are reported in Table 23 below.
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Table 23 Site Ubiquity of Maize by Subregion

Subregion
American Bottoms
Yazoo Basin
West-central Alabama
Tensas Basin/Natchez
Bluffs Region

Late Woodland
Ubiquity
50%
100%
92%

Mississippian
Ubiquity
70%
100%
64%

Sub regional
Site Ubiquity
59%
100%
78%

56%

100%

64%

Maize was present at all 14 sites this research analyzed from the Yazoo Basin. There were only 2 Mississippian period sites analyzed
from the Tensas Basin/Natchez Bluffs region.

The data concerning the West-central Alabama subregion does not report maize
for 4 of the 19 sites; of which three are Mississippian period sites. This, however, does
not mean maize was not present. As stated in Table 2, the information for these sites was
reported from the work of Michele Williams (2000), which did not account for the
presence of maize at any of the sites she worked with. The sites in question are 1TU570,
1TU552, 1TU768, and 1TU59. It should be further noted that a search on the Alabama
Archaeological Research site file directory did not return any information either.
As this research is not centered around the presence of maize, a decision to keep
these sites as part of the research was made due to the presence of other medicinal and
ritual plants. Additionally, by running the calculation without the 19 sites located in the
West-central Alabama, the results continue to be consistent with what is known for the
Southeast regions. Maize increases in use from 71% during the Late Woodland period to
81% during the Mississippian period.
Finally, the Class 4 botanicals, ritual plants known for their utilization in
ceremonial and religious contexts demonstrate an interesting change. As agriculture
spreads across the landscape, so does an ideology rooted in what is known as the
Southern Ceremonial Complex, also known as the Southern Cult. This ideology is still
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present within the traditional teachings, stories, and mythology of Native American tribes
today. As discussed in Chapter 2, a major proponent of this ideology is the inclusions of
botanicals such as bottle gourds and maize. In fact it is argued, by this author and others
(Scarry 1993, Vanderwalker et al. 2017), that the early inclusion of maize within
ceremonial contexts is religious and as such, rather than being studied as an inclusion of a
subsistence system, it should be considered an exotic trade item. This change in beliefs
demonstrates the power of social cohesion, or at least demonstrates in artistic form, the
various beliefs surrounding the cosmos, earth, the afterlife, and many other universal
understandings still maintained by Tribal Nations.
Early on, even predating the Late Woodland, unique botanical inclusions are
present within ceremonial contexts in the American Bottom. During the Late Woodland
period, morning glory and tobacco are both found in the Lower Mississippi Valley, as
well as the American Bottoms. According to the data reported in Chapter 4, it is not until
the Mississippian period that morning glory and yaupon holly are present in west-central
Alabama. Geographically speaking, west-central Alabama is the farthest from the
Cahokia site and does not lie on the Mississippi River or one of its tributaries; therefore,
travel and the spread of ideology should be expected to take some time longer.
Additionally, as mentioned earlier, it is not until after A.D. 1200 that the Moundville site
experiences a similar cultural explosion as what Cahokia experienced nearly four
centuries earlier. It is for this reason that this thesis claims there is a direct connection
between the spread in agriculture and the spread of Class 4 botanicals.
Furthermore, changes in plant use is not ubiquitous across the Southeast. Just as
the Mississippianization of the Southeast is varied across the region, so are the changes
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taking place in how botanicals are being used. To be able to assess if these botanical
changes are taking place at the same rate as what other changes are being made, a more
specialized study would need to be conducted on a site per site level. In spite of this, this
study does show that across the Southeast there is an average increase of 1.93% in use of
eleven of the twenty-seven Class 1 botanicals. An exception to this is Euphorbia, or
spurge.
Spurge is present in 30% of all Late Woodland components and 43% of all
Mississippian components studied by this project. Throughout the four subregions across
both the Late Woodland and the Mississippian periods, spurge is present at 42.47% of all
sites. When one considers the numerous uses of spurge, it is not surprising. Additionally,
Panicum sp., or the grass family, decreased by 17.5% and Galium sp., or bedstraw,
decreased by 7.08 %. The remaining 13 botanicals identified as Class 1 botanicals
decreased at an average rate of 1.93 %, which suggests a persistent pattern.
There are 20 Class 2 botanicals present from the Late Woodland through the
Mississippian period. The creeping wood sorrel (Oxalis sp.) demonstrates the most
notable increase in use at 5.42%, and incidentally, it is still utilized by traditional
medicine people of Native American tribes today. There are five botanicals that
decreased over 10% in their use from the Late Woodland through the Mississippian
period. These include Polygonum, (knotweed 24.58%), Rhus sp. (Fragrant Sumac
13.75%), Solanum nigrum (Nightshade 12.50%), Viburnum sp. (Sargent Viburnum
10.42%), and Sabal minor/Sabal palmetto (Dwarf Palmetto 15.83%). As mentioned
earlier, the decline in the presence of these botanicals is likely a collateral effect of the
spread of agriculture.
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The Class 3 botanicals of the project follow a similar trajectory as what has been
reported by other researchers who have focused only on the subsistence value of plants.
As seen elsewhere, Amaranthus, Chenopodium, and Cheno-am decrease markedly by an
average of 14% throughout the Southeast region. Additionally, Helianthus sp. (sunflower
5%), Rubus sp (brambles, blackberry 11%) Prunus sp. (Wild cherry and plums 10%) and
Vitis (Wild grape 11%) also decrease over time. Surprisingly, Cucurbita pepo also
decreases in use by 17%. This may be attributed to sampling bias; however, if not, its
decline in use does resemble that of some Class 2 and Class 4 botanicals which are all
considered to be related to the iconography of the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex and
religious practices such as “place making” (Claassen 2015), that is taking place during
these earlier times (eg black night shade and tobacco).
Three of the four Class 4 botanicals that increase in use from the Late Woodland
to the Mississippian period are directly related to ceremonies still practiced today. Of
note, the Sun Dance and the Green Corn Ceremony both rely upon presentation, offering,
and use by traditional practitioners of jimson weed (Datura sp), juniper (Juniperus sp.),
and Yaupon holly (Ilex cf. vomitoria). With this being said, one Class 4 botanical that
shows a decline in use is tobacco. Although this does not align with its current uses by
traditional practitioners, it does demonstrate its social context. Many instances the
inclusion of tobacco is found amongst assemblages with connections to prayer (seen
archaeologically with inclusions of unique avian and mammal species), place making and
place abandonment. Otherwise, this decrease could be associated with sampling bias or
more likely taphonomy, as tobacco seeds are2 extremely tiny and fragile.
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Of the Class 4 botanicals, only Rudbeckia sp. (coneflower) and Juniperus sp.
(Juniper) increase in use over time. All other Class 4 botanicals decrease in use from the
Late Woodland Period through the Mississippian period by an average of 2.5%. This
again may be due to sampling bias or even taphonomy as these seeds are very small and
fragile. This is interesting, however, as is seen across the Southeast, these inclusions are
recovered from assemblages that predate mound construction, the capping of an older
occupational level of a mound, and at the end of a site’s occupation. These botanicals
recovery, or lack thereof as it may be, could in fact be associated to the ritualization of
site/place making and place abandonment. This phenomenon is discussed later in this
chapter.
Finally, to address whether there are any primary subsistence botanical resources
that demonstrate a correlation with any of the previously identified medicinal or ritual
botanicals, a discussion concerning purslane is in order. As stated earlier in Chapter 4,
purslane seems to have a negative correlation with maize. From the 73 sites examined,
maize use maintained a presence at 60% of all Southeast sites through both the Late
Woodland period and Mississippian period. The presence of purslane at Southeastern
sites decreases over time; however it too maintains a presence at 52% of all of the
Southeastern sites examined by this project. Purslane and maize are used similarly
throughout the Late Woodland period and the Mississippian period according to the Class
3 botanical charts (Figure 14 and Figure 15) in Chapter 4.
The growing season for purslane is spring and summer (Meeks et al. 2019), which
would make sense for more purslane to be found in assemblages that had little maize.
During this time of year, maize is freshly planted, so therefore, the only maize available
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for consumption would be remnants from the past season, or past winter’s reserve.
However, according to Moerman (1998), purslane is also a botanical that is eaten during
the winter, which would require it to be stored for later uses by its collectors. Purslane is
similar to many other greens as it only has 21 calories per cup, therefore it does not
provide a significant level of nutrition if one only considers its energy to cost ration.
However, this plant is nutrient -dense as it is high in potassium, magnesium, and calcium,
which are all three important to maintaining one’s physical and mental wellbeing (Udin
et al. 2014).
If in fact purslane was stored for later consumption, it was likely not for its ability
satiate one’s hunger, even in starving times. The value of storing purslane must have
been directly related to its nutritional value and its role within a pharmacopeia of medical
treatments orally passed down through the generations. Assemblages from features
recovered from Mound A at Winterville containing purslane and other botanicals with
medicinal properties look to be as though they are part of a prehistoric pharmacy. To
further substantiate this, future research should look more closely at purslane and other
weedy plant inclusions in assemblages to identify other special use areas. Although
maize is used in feasts and is a regular part of everyday meals, its absence in contexts
with these other plants points to their medicinal association of the deposit. The following
section discusses the ritualized practice of place making and place abandonment as
defined by Claassen (2015) and maintained still today by traditional practitioners of
various Native American tribes.
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Ceremonial Plant Use and Ritualization of Space
Looking at the broader issue of ceremonial plant use during the late prehistoric
period, it is worth expanding on Native American notions of sacred and ritual space to
see how that might inform our understanding of the changing patterns of
archaeobotanical data. Today in the United States of America there are over 500
federally recognized Native American tribes, all of whom have proven to have been able
to maintain their cultural identity through the years. There are twice as many state
recognized tribes who are kinsmen of the greater 500 plus tribes. This is noted only
because there sometimes tends to be a disconnect from the people archaeological research
serves to research and the actual data that is realized. Thankfully, there has been
numerous ethnographical studies, ethnobotanical studies, and a vast number of
anthropological and social science papers completed to document traditional cultural
practices, the creation and protection of ritual and sacred spaces, and the first-hand
accounts of traditional knowledge keepers of the Native American people to gather
information from to supplement this research. Through the hard work and perseverance
of cultural leaders and tribal historic preservation officers of tribal communities,
archaeologists have insight into some of the uses and significance of botanicals, animals,
and even site function as it relates to the ceremonies and rituals of their people for
millennia. It is from these resources that Moerman (1998) and CRM companies have the
ability to make the claims they make.
One important ritual that is still maintained by Tribal Nations all across America
is place making, or rather blessing of the grounds. Before any major event is allowed to
take place, a blessing in the form of feasting and offerings are made on the grounds of
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where an event is to take place. The same plants that are being identified in assemblages
are the same botanicals being used for the blessing of the ground events. This place
making, as it is described by Cheryl Claasen (2015) is an important traditional practice
that can be traced well into the prehistory of the Southeast region.
While Claassen’s (2015) research concerns the ritual practice of the Archaic
people, her discussion of the creation of ritual space, place making, and place
abandonment, can not only be applied to the contemporary world, but also the
Mississippian period. As it is well understood, the time spanning the Late Woodland into
the Mississippian period is a time of great mobility, seen in the spread of ideas and
population growth across the region. As such, there are “strong personal reactions”
(Claassen 2015:6) that are seen as “identity formation on the landscape” (Claassen
2015:6).
Claassen states that in response to so much migration which was surely taking
place, there were three outcomes or practices developed:
•

Creation of pilgrimages

•

Desire to obtain and possess stone and raw materials with
sentimental value

•

Wakening to new spirit-filled landscapes (2015:7)

Throughout the Southeast region, evidence of these types of events are studied
every day. All four of the Ceremonial Complexes that were studied for this project
demonstrate examples of each of these events. Each of which can be seen in the feasting
remains and other assemblages at Winterville, Feltus, Moundville, and most especially
the Cahokia site. Cahokia has long been theorized as a pilgrimage site due to its early
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explosion of cultural evolutions. As discussed earlier, prior to A.D. 1000, there was a
massive movement that took place here. Not only did the area see the construction of
huge public works projects, but the placement of the remains of special animals, birds,
plants, and even stones and statuettes within sub-mound middens have led researches to
believe that Cahokia was a pilgrimage site.
Place making and abandonment as Claassen discusses fits well when talking
about feasting events, or even food preparation sites. However, it does not exactly cover
assemblages that are clearly not created from feasting or food preparation. For these
assemblages we must look more into the religious beliefs of most Native American
cultures. Although each Tribal Nation practices its own culture and its own religion,
there are some commonalities amongst them. As seen within this research and can be
further read about in Appendix A, botanical use for medicine and ceremony is one of
them. The placement of specific plants along with other botanicals in specific areas have
special meaning. Unfortunately, any guesses to the meanings these bundles held 1000
years ago would be just that, speculation. However, in regards to this research, it has
been clearly demonstrated that there is a need for studying botanicals from a more
holistic point of view if we are ever to truly come close to really knowing anything about
the social identities of the people who once occupied these great ceremonial complexes.

Project Limitations and Future Research
The data presented throughout this thesis, although helpful, is not enough
information to determine if the spread of agriculture can be directly linked to the change
in ceremonial and medicinal plants at the Winterville site or any other site. This project
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design does not examine enough data to determine these things. However, this project
does provide enough data to support an argument claiming an indirect connection of the
two. Moving forward, further studies which include the examination of features at an
assemblage level that is inclusive of all genera of artifacts and ecofacts, may prove to be
useful in better understanding these complexities.
Although this study does incorporate the findings of other scholars, specifically
from master’s thesis concerning other genera of artifacts, these types of research projects
must too incorporate an examination from a ceremonial and ritualistic perspective in
order to truly be able to understand the social complexities surrounding botanicals.
Fortunately, data concerning the faunal analysis, conducted by Dr. Homer Ed Jackson
from the Winterville site, does note significance of various inclusions of animal remains,
such as the red-tailed hawk found in Feature 5. This type of reporting is necessary for
future research to be of any assistance to getting closer to understanding if the spread of
agriculture was economically driven or ceremonially and medicinally driven. Thankfully,
as mentioned earlier, this line of investigation has gained momentum and many
researchers are beginning to discuss the ceremonial and ritualized inclusions of
botanicals. The problem though, is that maize is still at the center of the discussion. This
must be broadened to include other botanicals.
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APPENDIX A: ETHNOBOTANICAL DATA OF SOUTHEASTERN
ARCHAEOBOTANICAL REMAINS
The following table lists each of the 75 botanicals utilized in this research most
every botanical can be found in Daniel E. Moerman’s 1998 book “Native American
Ethnobotany”. Those few plants that are not listed within Moerman have their references
listed in the Ethnobotanical Information column. It should be noted that some of the
actual diseases these botanicals are used to treat may not have been present during the
Late Woodland and Mississippian periods. However, the symptoms that are related to
them likely did, which in turn led to the creation of and better understanding of the
pharmacology of many of the botanicals that are now used. The following is only a short
synopsis of how these botanicals can be used. Please see the referenced materials for
more information.
Table 24 Ethnobotanical Data of Southeastern Archaeobotanical Remains
Botanical

Ambrosia
artemisifolia

Ampelopsis cordata

Class Ethnobotanical Information
Known as annual ragweed, from the Asteraceae
family, known by the Cherokee as a “Ceremonial
Medicine used as an ingredient for the Green
Corn medicine” (Moerman 1998:66) Other uses
include infusions to help with fever, insect stings
1
and pneumonia. The Delaware utilize the plant
to prevent blood poisoning and the Iroquois and
Dakota use this plant as an antidiarrheal. It is also
used as a heart medicine to treat strokes, “cramps
from picking berries” and for menstrual troubles
by the Houma (Moerman 1998:66).
1

Known as heartleaf peppervine from the Vitaceae
family. This botanical is used by the Cherokee
for urinary issues (Moerman 1998:70).
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Table 24 Continued

1

Known as bachelor buttons or star thistle. Used
by the Rappahannock and Kiowa as
dermatological aids as salves and poultices for
sores (Moerman 1998:147)

Desmodium sp.

1

Known as ticktrefol or beggar’s lice, from the
flowering plant family Fabaceae/ known by the
Alabama tribe to treat colds, inhibits vomiting to
treat bad lung troubles. (Moerman 1998:199)

Elliotta pyroliflorus

1

Euphorbia

1

Galactia volubilis
(L.)

1

Geraniaceae

1

Centaurea sp.
Centaurea
americana

Known as copperbush of the Ericaceae family.
Used by the Kitasoo as an appetite suppressant
(Moerman 1998:208).
Known as the flowering spurge and is from the
Euphorbiaceae family. This plant is used by the
Cherokee to treat cancer, as a purgative, used for
sores and for bleeding after childbirth. Also used
to treat gonorrhea and urinary diseases. The
Micmac use it as an emetic and the Ojibwa use it
as a physic. (Moerman 1998:230)
Known as Downy Milk pea and is from the
flowering plant family of Fabaceae. The roots are
used by the Seminole for illnesses associated with
"baby sickness caused by adultery". The
symptoms include appetite loss, fever, headache,
and diarrhea. Also used as a reproductive aid:
"an infusion of the roots taken and rubbed on the
body for protracted labor" (Moerman 1998:241)
A botanical family that is consisted of varieties of
geranium, a flowering bush found in all types of
environments. Various varieties are used by the
Choctaw, Cherokee, Chippewa, Iroquois,
Menominee and Ojibwa for ailments associated
to thrush in a child’s mouth, diarrhea, sores, as an
astringent, venereal diseases, and as a laxative.
Additionally, it is used as a love medicine by the
Iroquois, as it is “placed in a victim’s tea to
counteract a love medicine” (Moerman
1998:246).
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Table 24 Continued

Hypericum ascyron
(L.)

1

Table 24
ContinuedIlex sp.

1

Lathyrus sp.

1

Lespedeza sp.

1

Magnoia
grandiflora

1

Panicum sp.

1

Known as St. John’s Wort from the Clusiaceae
family of plants. The Menominee use this plant
with “blackcap raspberry root” for troubles with
the kidneys. Additionally, this botanical is used
to treat weak lungs and the “first stages of
consumption” (Moerman 1998:272). The
Meskwaki boil the root to draw the poison from a
water moccasin bite also (Moerman 1998:272).
Known as holly, this plant is from the
Aquifoliaceae family, and has numerous varieties
used in many different ways. The Alabama
utilize the inner bark as an eye wash. The
Comanche use the leaves for a beverage
(Moerman 1998:273).
Known as wild pea and is from the Fabaceae
family. Used by the Weyot as a diarrhea medicine
and the Carrier as feed for livestock (Moerman
1998:299)
From the Fabaceae family and used by the
Iroquois to treat “stricture caused by bad blood”
(Moerman 1998:302)
This plant is commonly known as the southern
magnolia and is from the Magnoliaceae botanical
family. The Choctaw utilize this plant in a wash
to treat “prickly heat itching” and for a “steam
bath for dropsy” (Moerman 1998:328). The
Koasati use the bark for a wash to treat sores
(Moerman 1998:328)
Commonly known as panicgrass, this plant is
from the Poaceae family. The Creek and
Natchez, utilize this plant in the treatment of
malaria; the Seminole use this plant to treat
“rabbit sickness: muscular cramps” and “gopher tortoise sickness: cough, dry throat, noisy chest”
(Moerman 1998:377)
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Pinus rigida

1

Plantago sp.

1

Polygonatum

1

Ranunculus sp.

1

Rumex sp.

1

Silene

1

Commonly known as pitch pine from the
Pinaceae, conifer family. Used by the Iroquois to
treat rheumatism, burns, as a laxative, and as
“poultice to break open boils” (Moerman
1998:412). The Shinnecock also use this plant to
treat boils (Moerman 1998:412).
Also known as the plantain from the botanical
family Plantaginaceae. The Cree use this plant to
treat burns. The Iroquois utilize this plant to treat
stomach and chest pains, bruises swelling, pain,
diarrhea, vomiting, arthritis, fever, nervous
breakdown, female medicine, and even given to
“runners and athletes for strength” (Moerman
1998:418).
Also known as King Solomon’s Seal, this plant is
from the Lilaceae family. The various species are
used for dysentery, breast diseases, stomach
troubles, gynecological issues, and lung diseases
by the Cherokee. The Chippewa utilize this plant
as a sleep aid while the Menominee use it to
“revive unconscious patients” (Moerman
1998:422).
Also known as the buttercup, this plant belongs to
the Ranunculaceae family. The Castanoan utilize
the plant when washing wounds; the Iroquois use
this plant as a veterinary aid; and the Thompson
use this flower to poison arrowheads (Moerman
1998:469).
Also known as Dock, this plant belongs to the
Polygonaceae family. It is used by the Cowlitz to
wash sores on the legs, and the Iroquois use this
plant and for diarrhea and hemorrhages
(Moerman 1998:498)
There are different species of this plant with
medicinal characteristics. It is from the
Caryophyllacea family and is commonly known
as catchfly and campion. It is used by several
tribes such as Navajo, Kerres, Menominee, and
Meskwaki to name a few. Uses include
treatments for colic, stomach pain, and even as a
“lotion for coyote bites” (Moerman 1998:531)
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Sisyrinchium

1

Verbascum

1

Verbena sp.

1

Viola

1

Xanthium

1

Asclepias sp.

2

Also known as blueeyed grass, this plant is from
the Iridaceae family. It is used by tribes such as
the Menominee, Cherokee, Iroquois, and
Seminole to name a few. It is used for treating
witchcraft medicine, diarrhea, stomach worms,
injured wombs, hay fever, malaria and scarlet
fever, nose troubles, and for pain in the waist
region (Moerman 1998:533).
Known as common Mullein and is from the
Scrophulariaceae family. Although there are
many medicinal uses, the Isleta use it as a
ceremonial tobacco, the Menominee also use it
for a tobacco, and the Thompson use the plant in
sweat lodges (Moerman 1998:591).
Verbena is from the Verbenaceae family. It is
used by the Iroquois for colds (Moerman
1998:592).
Violets are from the Violaceae family. The many
species have numerous medicinal characteristics
and used to treat swollen joints, asthma, stomach
pain, headaches, sore eyes, heart trouble, and
even as an insecticide. Tribal Nations known to
utilize this plant’s healing qualities include the
Blackfoot, Cherokee, Ojibwa, Navajo, and
Iroquois to just name a few (Moerman 1998:596598).
Commonly known as cocklebur, this plant is from
the Asteraceae family. Used to induce vomiting,
to urinary disorders, rattlesnake bites,
rheumatism, paralysis, and even ceremonially.
Tribes that have documented uses for this plant
include the Cherokee, Iroquois, White Mountain
Apache, and Houma, just to name a few
(Moerman 1998:602).
Also known as milkweed, this plant is from the
Asclepiadaceae family. This plant is used by the
Natchez for kidney troubles and even syphilis.
The Delaware and the Oklahoma Delaware use
this plant to treat epilepsy (Moerman 1998:107)
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Brassica

2

Carex

2

Celtis occidentlis

2

Eriogonum

2

Gleditsia
triacanthos

2

Gymnocladus
dioicus

2

Juglans cinereal

2

Also known as India mustard, this plant is from
the Brassicaceae family. The Navajo utilize this
plant as a stomach medicine (Moerman
1998:128)
There are numerous species of sedge. Sedge is
from the Cyperaceae family. It is used by the
Iroquois as a gynecological aid, and by the
Cheyenne as a ceremonial medicine for the “Sun
Dance and Massaum ceremonies” (Moerman
1998:137-138)
Also known as the common hackberry, this plant
is from the Ulmaceae family. It is used by the
Houma tribe to treat sore throats and venereal
disease. The Iroquois use this plant to treat
“suppressed menses in girls” and “women when
thy catch cold with menses”, used as a “woman’s
medicine” (Moerman 1998:147)
Also known as the Buckwheat Family. There are
numerous species of buckwheat that have
medicinal properties. The Hopi use it to treat
sever hip and back pain, as menstruation
medicine, as well as, to expedite childbirth. The
Thompson use it for steam baths to treat aching
joints and muscles (Moerman 1998:221-224)
Also known as honey locust, this plant is from the
Fabaceae family. It is used by the Cherokee for
dyspepsia, measles, and whooping cough. The
Creek use this plant to treat smallpox and the
Delaware use it purify blood and to treat cough
(Moerman 1998:2489-249).
Also known as coffee tree, this plant is from the
Fabaceae family. The Dakota, Winnebego, and
Pawnee utilize it as a laxative and to “cause
sneezing in comatose patients” (Moerman
19989:254). Meskwaki use it to cure lunacy
(Moerman 1998:254).
Also known as butternut, this plant is from the
Juglandaceae family. The Cherokee use this
plant to treat toothaches; the Chippewa use it as a
cathartic; the Iroquois use it to treat urinating
pain, to kill worms, and as a laxative (Moerman
1998:279-280)
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Lactuca

2

Liquidambar
styraciflua

2

Malva

2

Mentha sp.

Nuphar lutea

2

Oenothera biennis

2

Oxalis

2

Lactuca is from the Asteraceae family. The
various species are used for treating diarrhea,
pain in one’s limbs, heart trouble and for calming
the nerves. Tribes that utilize this plant include
Ojibwa, Potawatomi, Chippewa, Cherokee, and
Iroquois to name a few (Moerman 1998:294).
Also known as sweetgum, this plant is from the
Hamamelidaceae family. The Cherokee use it to
treat diarrhea, dysentery, and as a sedative for
nervous patients. The Choctaw use it to dress
cuts and wounds and the Houma use it to treat
sores caused by worms. The Koasati use it for
“night sickness” (Moerman 1998:3069).
Also known as common mallow, this plant is
from the Malvaceae family. The Cherokee use
this plant to treat sores and the Iroquois use it to
treat swelling, to induce vomiting for love
medicine, as well as heal broken bone (Moerman
1998:334).
Also known as mint, this plant is from the
Lamiaceae family. The Cherokee use this plant
to treat fever and the Cheyenne use it to treat
vomiting. It is also used as a ceremonial medicine
during the Sun Dance ceremony (Moerman
1998:338).
Also known as yellow pondlily, this plant is from
the Nymphaeaceae family. It is used by the
Iroquois to treat pain, epilepsy, blood disease, and
fever. It is also used by the Ojibwa, Penobscot,
Potawatomi, Micmac, and others for various
ailments (Moerman 1998:358).
Also known as evening primrose, this plant is
from the Onagraceae family. The Cherokee use
take this plant for “overfatness”, and the Iroquois
treat boils, hemorrhoids, and laziness (Moerman
1998:361).
Commonly known as creeping woodsorrel, this
plant is from the Oxalidaceae family. The
various types of Oxalis are used by the Cherokee
to treat cancer, to stop vomiting, sore mouths,
hook worms and sore throats (Moerman
1998:373).
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Passiflora
incamata

2

Phytolacca
americana

2

Polygonum sp.

2

Rhus sp

2

Known as Purple Passionflower of the
Passifloracea family. Cherokee use an "infusion
of root for boils and to "draw out inflammation"
of brier and locust wounds". Also used to aid in
weening babies and earaches. Houma tribe
utilizes the roots in their blood tonic for Blood
Medicine. A secondary use by the Cherokee
includes all portions being used for various
beverages and foods. (Moerman 1998:379)
Known as American Pokeweed from the
Phytolaccaceae family. Several tribes including
the Cherokee, Delaware, Iroquois, and Mohegan
use all parts of the plant in treating various
symptoms. An infusion of berries is used for
rheumatism and lumps on the skin. Other uses
include cooking the greens for a "Blood
medicine" to make the blood stronger. The plant
also has ritualistic properties in that it is an
ingredient for "witchcraft medicine" and "love
medicine". Additionally, the plant is used for
beverages and ingredients in recipes (Moerman
1998:397)
Also known as knotweed or smartweed, this plant
is a member of the Polygonaceae botanical
family. The Algonquin from Quebec use this
plant to top bleeding. There are numerous
Polygonum varieties with medicinal
characteristics (Moerman 1998:422-444).
Known as Sumac or Fragrant Sumac, this
botanical is from the Anacardiaceae family.
There are several species of sumac with
medicinal properties and used by tribes such as
the Natchez, Ojibwa, Lakota, Delaware,
Cherokee, Omaha, Kiowa, and Chippewa, to just
name a few. The plant roots are used for
"irregular menses" and "worms that cause
convulsions". Other plant parts are used for
colds, cough medicine, intestinal pains, whooping
cough, and much more. (Moerman 1998:471)
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Sabal minor, Sabal
Palmetto

2

Sambucus
canadensis

2

Scirpus americanus

2

Solanaceae,
Solanum nigrum

2

Virburnum sp

2

Amaranthus

3

Also known as dwarf palmetto and cabbage
palmetto, this plant is from the Arecaceae
botanical family. It is used by the Houma to treat
sore eyes, high blood pressure, and kidney
troubles. The Seminole use this plant to treat
“grass sickness: low fever, headache, and weight
loss” (Moerman 1998:499).
Also known as elderberry which is from the
Caprifoliaceae family. Tribes such as the
Cherokee, Choctaw, Natchez, Creek, Houma, and
many others use various portions of the plant for
ailments pertaining to rheumatism, constipation,
boils, headaches, and even ceremonially by the
Seminole. (Moerman 1998:511)
Also known as American Bulrush, this plant is of
the Cyperaceae botanical family. Used to “make
hair grow long and thick” by the Kwakiutl
(Moerman 1998:522)
Known as Nightshade or Black Nightshade,
belonging to the Solanaceae family. Black
Nightshade is used by the Cherokee, Delaware,
Houma, and Iroquois for things such as worms,
scarlet fever, toothaches, and to wash out sore
eyes. Interestingly, it is also used as a
Psychological aid in that it helps "relieve
loneliness because of death in the family" and
used by the Ojibwe as a ceremonial medicine.
(Moerman 1998:535)
From the Caprifoliaceae botanical family, this
plant is used by the Iroquois as a contraceptive
(Moerman 1998:595).
Also known as pigweed and amaranth, this plant
is from the Amaranthaceae botanical family.
This botanical has a primary use as a food,
however, it is also used “as an ingredient in green
corn medicine” as well as to treat profuse
menstruation by the Cherokee (Moerman
1998:66).
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Chenopodium

3

Crataegus

3

Cucurbita pepo

3

Diospyros
virginiana

3

Fragaria vesca spp.

3

Helianthus sp.

3

Also known as lamb’s quarters and goosefoot,
this botanical is from the Chenopodiaceae
botanical family. There are numerous varieties of
Chenopod, each with numerous medicinal uses.
Some ailments this plant treats include headaches,
stomach disorders, fever, diarrhea, and worms to
name a few. This botanical has a primary
function as a subsistence resource. (Moerman
1998:154-156).
Also known as hawthorn, this plant is from the
Rosaceae family and has a primary purpose as a
subsistence resource. It is also used as a laxative,
stomach complaints, swelling, and diarrhea as
well. Tribes that utilize this plant in this manner
include the Blackfoot, Ojibwa, Lakota, and Ponca
to name a few (Moerman 1998:182-183).
Also known as a field pumpkin, this plant is from
the Cucurbitaceae botanical family and has a
primary use as a subsistence resource. The
Cherokee eat the seeds to treat worms, and it is
also used as an ingredient in green corn medicine
(Moerman 1998:188).
Known as persimmon; a fruit from the Ebenaceae
family. Its primary use for food; however, the
medicinal uses are numerous. The Cherokee use
the plant to treat bloody discharge from bowels,
sore throats, heartburn, and toothaches. The
Rappahannock roll the fruit in cornmeal, "brew it
in water, drain, bake, and mix with hot water to
make a beer". (Moerman 1998:201)
Also known as a woodland strawberry, this plant
is from the Rosaceae family and is primarily used
for subsistence. It is used by the OkanaganColville as a disinfectant; the Potawatomi for
stomach complaints; and the Thompson for
diarrhea (Moerman 1998:234).
Commonly known as sunflower, this plant is
from the Asteraceae botanical family and has a
primary use as a subsistence resource. Sunflower
heads are used by the Cheyenne in the Mass
ceremony. Medicinally it is used to treat chest
pains, pulmonary problems, fatigue, and much
more (Moerman 1998:257-259).
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Iva annua (L.), Iva
xanthifoia

3

Morus

3

Portulaca oleracea,
Portulaca spp.

3

Prunus sp

3

Rubus sp

3

Vaccinium sp.

3

Also known as giant sumpweed, this plant is a
member of the Asteraceae family with a primary
use as a subsistence. It is used by the Kayenta
Navajo to treat boils and “heal the castration
incision in sheep” (Moerman 1998:279).
Also known as mulberry, this plant is from the
Moraceae family and has a primary use as a
subsistence resource. The Cherokee utilize this
plant in the treatment of worms and as a
purgative. Various types of mulberry are used by
several different tribes to treat numerous ailments
(Moerman 1998:350).
Known as purslane, hogweed or pigweed from
the Portulacaceae family. It is used by tribes such
as the Cherokee for worms and earaches, and the
Iroquois for burns. The Iroquois also use the
plant to combat bad medicine. (Moerman
1998:434)
Known as the chokecherry and a member of the
Rosaceae family. There are various species with
many medicinal properties as well as nutritional
value. Tribes such as the Koasati use the inner
bark for dyspepsia. The Chippewa use the plant
for ulcers and for a gynecological aid to heal
"broken breasts". (Moerman 1998:444)
Known as raspberry from the Rosaceae family.
There are several species of berries that also
come from this family. However, the raspberry is
used for bronchial troubles, troubles with
women's wombs, body sores, diarrhea, and to
purify or strengthen blood. Tribes such as the
Choctaw, Cherokee, Carrier, Algonquin, Klallam,
Malecite, and Rappahannock tribes are all known
use the plants for these purposes. (Moerman
1998:492)

Also known as blueberry, this plant is from the
Ericaceae botanical family and has a primary use
as a subsistence resource. Various types of
Vaccinium are used by tribes across the United
States including the Alabama for “many
unspecified ailments” (Moerman 1998:586).
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Vitaceae/ Vitis
3

Zea Mays (L.)

3

Datura sp.

4

Ilex cf. vomitoria

4

There are several species of grapes which provide
medicine. Tribes such as the Cherokee,
Seminole, Apache, Pomo, Pawnee, Omaha, and
Shinnecock, (just to name a few) use wild grapes
for headaches, stomachaches, thin hair, and
pulmonary troubles. It is used by the Seminole as
a ceremonial medicine that is "added to food after
a recent death" (Moerman 1998:598)
Maize comes from the Poaceae family and is
most commonly known for its role in subsistence
systems. The Cherokee utilize the smut from
maize as a salve or dermatological aid, as a
kidney aid for “gravel”, and a pulmonary aid for
“long wind”. The Mohegan utilize “dried cobs …
as a wash for poison ivy”. Although not a tribe
aboriginally from the Southeast, the Keres eat the
pollen “for almost any kind of medicine”. Tewa
use blue cornmeal for “palpitations and pains”.
They use “warm ears” for swollen glands in the
neck and have additional uses for a variety of
types of maize such as “heart sickness”, and
“menstruating women”. Maize is used by the
Navajo as a ceremonial medicine for sore throats
and used as an ingredient to the “Night Chant
Medicine” (Moerman 1998:610)
Also known as jimson weed, this plant belongs to
the Solanaceae botanical family. The Navajo use
this plant as a painkiller and in ceremony to treat
chills and fevers. The Cherokee use this plant to
treat asthma and is considered a “powerful plant”
by the Mohegan (Moerman 1998:194).
Also known a Yaupon holly, this plant is a
member of the Aquifoliaceae botanical family.
This plant is used by the Alabama to “clear out
the system and produce ceremonial purity”; used
by the Cherokee to “evoke ecstasies”; used by the
Creek to make the “black drink”; and Seminole as
a medicine for the “old people’s dance sickness”
(Moerman 1998:273).
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Ipomoea

4

Juniperus

4

Lagenaria siceraria

4

Nicotiana sp.

4

Rudbeckia

4

Morning glory comes from the Convolvulaceae
family. Found in many ceremonial areas. Used
by the Houma as "Heart Medicine" and as a
"snakebite remedy". The Iroquois use it for
abdominal pains, a "blood medicine", and "all
kinds of diseases". The Cherokee use it for
rheumatism and as a cough medicine. Also used
as a "starvation food" by the Cheyenne and
Kiowa.
Also known as juniper, this plant is a member of
the Cupressaceae conifer botanical family. The
various types of juniper are used by Tribal
Nations all across the United States, including the
Micmac, Blackfoot, Creek, and Cherokee to name
a few. This botanical has numerous medicinal
and ceremonial uses. It is used to treat
pneumonia, soreness, to thin blood, as a diuretic,
and much more (Moerman 1998:282-292)
Also known as bottle gourd, this plant belongs to
the Cucurbitaceae botanical family. The
Cherokee use this plant to treat boils; the Houma
use this plant to treat headaches; the Seminole use
it to treat “adult’s sickness caused by adultery. It
is also used by the Cherokee to make ceremonial
rattles (Moerman 1998:294).
Also known as tobacco, this plant is a member of
the Solanaceae family and has both medicinal and
ceremonial uses. In ceremony the tobacco is
“extensively used in rituals” (Moerman
1998:354-357)
Rudbeckia is a member of the Asteraceae family
and has several varieties. Orange Coneflowers
are used as a snakebite remedy by the Cherokee;
Black eyed susans are also used by the Cherokee
to treat earaches, snakebites, and some
gynecological diseases. Seminole use Black eyed
susans to treat headaches and fevers. Cutleaf
Coneflower are used by the Cherokee to “keep
well” and for indigestion (Moerman 1998:494495)
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APPENDIX B: DATA CONCERNING FOUR CEREMONIAL COMPLEXES
The following table provides a comprehensive list of all plants studied in this
project by class. Each “X” indicates the botanical’s presence at the ceremonial site in
which it is listed under. Botanical information concerning Cahokia is referenced in
Pauketat et al 2002, and Moundville botanical information is reported from Williams
2000 and Scarry 1986. The Feltus site information is referenced in Kassabaum 2014 and
the Winterville Mounds site is referenced in Flosenzier 2010, and Little and Johnson
2019.
Table 25 Data Concerning Four Ceremonial Complexes
Medicine Plant
Ampelopsis
cordata

Common Name

Centaurea sp.

Peppervine
Star Thistle,
Yellow Star
Thistle, Bachelor
Buttons

Desmodum sp

Ticktrefoil,
Beggars Lice

Elliotta
pyroliflorus

Copper Leaf

Euphorbia
Galium
aparine L.,
Galium sp.

Cahokia

X

X
X
X

Spurge Family

X

Sticky Willey,
Bedstraw

X

Hypericum
ascyron L.
Ilex sp.

St. John’s Wort
Holly

Iva annua L.,
Iva xanthifolia

Sumpweed/Giant
Sumpwed

Winterville Moundville Feltus

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

Table 25 Continued
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X

Lathyrus sp./
Vicia sp.

Wild pea, Vetch,
Vetchling

Lespedeza sp
Malvaceae

Bush Clover
Prickly Sida
Panic Grass,
Grass family,
Switch grass

Panicum sp
Pinus rigida

X

X

X
X

X

Silene sp

Pitch
Campion,
Catchfly

Verbascum

Mullein

X

Viola

Violate

X

Xanthum sp.

Cocklebur

X

X
X

X

Medicinal/
Food Plants
Asclepias sp

Milkweed

X

Brassica

India Mustard

X

Celtis
occidentalis
Eriogonum

Hackberry
Buckwheat
Family

Lactuca

Wild Lettuce

Oenothera
biennis

Evening
Primrose

Passiflora
incamata

Maypops,
passionflower

Phytolacca
americana
Polygonum
Rhus sp

Pokeweed
Knotweed,
Smartweed
Fragrant Sumac

Rudbeckia sp

Coneflower

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

Table 25 Continued
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Sabal
minor,Sabal
palmetto
Sambucus
canadensis
Solanaceae,
Solanum
nigrum

Drarf Palmetto

X

Elderberry

Nightshade

X

X

X

X

X

X

Food/Medicine
Plants
Amaranthus

Amaranth

X

X

Chenopodium

Chenopod
Cheno-Am

X
X

X
X

Cucurbita pepo

Squash

X

X

Diospyros
virginiana

Persimmon

X

X

X

Fragaria vesca
spp. americana

Strawberry

X

Helianthus sp

Sunflower

X

X

Morus sp

Mulberry cf
Brambles,
Raspberry, Dew
Berry, Black
Berry

X

Rubus sp
Portulaca
oleracea,
Portulaca spp.

Prunus sp

Vaccinium sp.

Purslane
Wild Cherry,
Choke Cherry,
Bitter Cherry,
Plums
Cranberry,
Blueberry, bill
berry,cow bery,
huckle berry

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Vitaceae/ Vitis

Grape

X

X

X

Zea mays L.
Ritual Plants

Maize

X

X

X

Datura sp

X

Ipomoea

Jimson Weed
Morning Glory
Family

X

X

Ilex cf.
vomitoria
Juniperussp.

Yaupon Holly
Juniper

X

Lagenaria
siceraria
Nicotiana sp

Bottle Gourd
Tobacco

X
X
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X

X

X
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